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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

The Mekong Integrated Water Resources Management Phase III project (M-IWRM III) was 

implemented between 2017 and 2022 to enhance Cambodia’s capacity to sustainably manage its 

water and fishery resources in the northeast of Cambodia. Component 1 of the project (Support for 

Fisheries and Aquatic Resources Management in Northern Cambodia, by IFReDI/FiA) was focused on 

i) developing Community Fisheries (CFi), including fisheries management plans and demonstration of 

supplementary livelihood activities, ii) strengthening public sector fishery management, and 

iii) providing support for local government capacity building and rural infrastructure. 8,862 households 

in 70 CFI in Kratie and Stung Treng Provinces received project support. 

A baseline survey was conducted in late 2017 and an endline survey was conducted in early 2021. The 

present document is focused on assessing the outputs and benefits of the project. 

 

Background. A relatively small percentage of CFi household members (21%) consider themselves to 

be full-time fishers. All CFi households report that the main sources of household income comes from 

a mix of fishing (25%) and agriculture practices (crops 35%, orchards 29%, livestock 27%), although CFi 

households report slightly more income from agriculture practices than fishing. The respondents 

reported an increase in doing aquaculture and in processing fish.  

 

Improved Community Fishery governance. CFi governance clearly improved over the course of the 

project, with 90 to 97% of CFI now having by-laws and internal regulations; identified boundaries and 

map of the community fishing area; a community fishing area agreement; registration and recognition 

by MAFF; a community fishing area management plan; rules and regulations against illegal fishing; and 

having a conservation area. The two points remaining weaker are i) an activity plan for the next six 

months (84%) and ii) a mechanism to resolve conflicts (62%). 

Respondents are very positive about improved CFi governance, as illustrated by an increase over time 

in the number of meetings per year, an improved coordination with the Commune Council and 

Fisheries Cantonment, better networking with other CFi and organizations, more engagement in fund 

raising, more success in fund raising, diversification of funding sources (especially from NGOS), and 

transparency of financial records. The respondents were also well satisfied with CFi management, 

reporting an increase in participation in CFi activities, well managed finances, elections open to 

everyone, and transparent decision-making over the baseline. Ninety-seven percent (97%) of 

respondents also report that the local administration was helpful for assistance and conflict 

management.  

 

Socioeconomic and food security benefits. One hundred percent (100%) of interviewees report that 

the CFi benefits them both socially and economically. The share of fishing in the household income 

deceased in the past 5 years (from 32% down to 25%) but was compensated by livestock farming (from 

19 to 27%). CFi households also report that less of their protein intake now comes from fish, and that 

the fear of not enough fish or food to meet their family needs has deceased. Interviewees also flag a 

need for assistance for better methods for processing fish and more technical training on aquaculture.  

 

Resource management. During the baseline survey, 42% of households consulted described the 

condition of fish stocks as bad; this figure had dropped to 32% in the endline survey. Similarly, 10% of 

respondents estimated that fish stocks were good at the beginning of the project, and they were 23% 
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at the end. Respondents felt that conservation areas are good and that fisheries conflicts have been 

reduced. Ninety-one percent (91%) report that the CFi has improved the fish stock. Seventy-six 

percent (76%) reported that the CFi has good and sustainable fisheries management. Ninety-seven 

percent (97%) feel that the CFi has improved fish habitats. Among CFi households, 84% expect that 

the fishery will maintain its current level of productivity over the next five years. All in all, 2017 and 

2021 surveys show a reduction in the percentage of respondents reporting that fish catch had 

decreased in the last five years, but this did not translate into a perception that the catch had 

increased. 

Illegal fishing and threats to the resource. The CFi households have reported that there has been a 

significant decrease in illegal fishing over the life of the project, with 87% of respondents reporting a 

perceived decreasing trend in illegal fishing. A vast majority of the CFi households report that the 

government (97%) and CFC (99%) are taking action to address illegal fishing. Ninety-seven percent 

(97%) of respondents felt that there was good enforcement. This could be attributed to increased 

patrols due to the provision of boats and equipment for patrolling, training, and funds to conduct 

patrols. However, bomb fishing and illegal fishing in the breeding season and in prohibited areas 

continues to be a problem. In addition, while illegal fishing has been reduced and enforcement 

improved, respondents felt that the CFi was less able to punish offenders, either formally or 

informally, at the end of the project.  The main threats to the fishery in the endline survey include 

illegal fishing gears and practices, natural issues such as climate change, and population growth/more 

fishers. The suggested approaches to improve fisheries management include prevent illegal fishing, 

more conservation areas, and more patrolling and enforcement.  

 

Gender and ethnic minorities. There has reportedly been a slight increase in the number of women 

members of the CFi and CFC. However, these numbers may not be reliable as other project reports 

indicate a much higher percentage of women participating in the CFi and CFC. The ex-ante / ex-post 

study also reflects the effective training conducted and exposure that has improved respondents 

understanding of gender; there is now a high positive perception about the active participation of 

women in the CFi. Yet CFi households report that participation of women needs to more supported 

and encouraged through more education and training on gender and participation of women. CFi 

households also indicate that participation of indigenous people needs to be further supported and 

encouraged.  

 

Conclusions and recommendations. Overall, the respondents in the endline survey felt that the 

project was beneficial to them. This was reflected in overall improvements in the CFi and CFC 

operation and administration, and in governance and resource management. The respondents also 

reported overall social and economic benefits from CFi membership. The following are key 

recommendations to maintain and enhance the project outputs and benefits:  

1. Ensure that each CFi has a financial sustainability plan to achieve long-term CFi viability and 

sustainability; 

2. Enhance capacity; through, for example, technical training; to continue to diversify livelihoods of 

all CFi households as fishing is a livelihood and income source for a decreasing percentage of the 

households and all households rely on a mix of livelihood and income sources, such as agriculture, 

fish processing and aquaculture; 

3. Utilize the Stung Treng fish hatchery to enhance aquaculture as a household livelihood option 

through provision of production inputs and technical assistance; 
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4. Strengthen CFi and CFC capacity to manage the fisheries and to serve its member’s needs, through 

training and technical assistance, on administration (i.e. funding, roles and responsibilities), 

fisheries and ecosystem management, conflict management, and compliance and enforcement; 

5. Illegal fishing is the most important fishery issue; continue capacity building and put resources 

into enforcement and compliance activities such as patrolling; 

6. Improve capacity to punish offenders of fishing laws and regulations through both formal and 

informal ways; 

7. Enhance the participation of women and indigenous people in all CFi activities and as members of 

the CFC through encouragement and support and education and training; 

8. Improve coordination and cooperation among government, non-governmental organizations and 

donors on support and activities to CFis and CFCs.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The objective of the Mekong Integrated Water Resources Management Phase III project (M-IWRM III) 

was to enhance Cambodia’s institutional capacity and infrastructure to sustainably manage its water 

and fishery resources in the northeast of Cambodia, and thus more effectively engage in trans-

boundary water management. The project was implemented in the Mekong River Basin in Northeast 

Cambodia and the implementation duration of the project spanned over 5+1 years (2016-2022).  

The Project consisted of two components:  

 Component 1: Support for Fisheries and Aquatic Resources Management in Northern 

Cambodia managed by IFReDI/FiA as Implementing Agency.  

 Component 2: Support for River Basin Management in the 3S sub-basin and 4P sub-basin and 

Coordination with riparian Countries in Northern Cambodia managed by CNMC as 

Implementing Agency.  

 

Component 1 had the following general objectives:  

 establishment of community-based fisheries management organizations including 

development of fisheries management plans and demonstration of supplementary livelihood 

activities;  

 strengthening public sector fishery management including monitoring, enforcement of 

regulations, and supporting indigenous species aquaculture and stocking.  

 Providing support for local government capacity building and rural infrastructure. 

 

Among natural resources in the Mekong River, capture fisheries are of particular importance for the 

communities along the Mekong and its tributaries. With the river’s large flood pulse, abundant 

wetlands and estuaries, fisheries in the Mekong have been productive, and have always been the main 

livelihood for the local population. Based on Mekong River Commission (MRC) estimates, capture 

fisheries in the Mekong are valued at USD 2-3 billion. Reportedly, more than two-thirds of about 800 

fish species migrate between the Mekong Delta in Vietnam and northern Lao PDR, and all species are 

significantly affected by flow regimes and water quality. In this context, fisheries management is 

considered to be a part of the larger water resources management in the Mekong Basin.  

 

Component 1, managed by IFReDI/FiA, aimed to establish sound fisheries management in the 

mainstream Mekong between Kratie and Stung Treng in Northern Cambodia where a significant 

number of critical habitats are located.  

 

The key stakeholders involved with this component were: The Fisheries Administration (FiA), The 

Ministry of Water Resources and Meteorology (MOWRAM), provincial FiA, community fisheries (CFi), 

technical institutions, community groups, and civil society organizations.    

 

In order to assess the overall performance of the project, a Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) system 

was put in place. This M&E includes a component on the impact of the project activities on 

socioeconomics, governance and ecological performance of Community Fisheries (CFi). This implies a 

comparison of the situation in each CFi at time t0  in particular at the beginning of the project  and at 

time tn  in particular at the end of the project. A baseline survey was conducted in late 2017 and an 
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endline survey was conducted in early 2021. The present document is focused on project intervention 

benefits. The main objective of the questions asked during the baseline and the endline surveys was 

to compare for each CFi assisted by the project the situation at the beginning and at the end of the 

project.  

 

This report includes four sections. The Method section (section 2) below describes the methodology 

for data analysis. This is followed by the Results section (section 3) where individual questions and 

answers are detailed. Section 4 is a discussion of governance, threats, and recommendations. The final 

section consists in conclusions and recommendations.  

 

 

 

2. METHOD 

 

The baseline survey was initiated in September 2017. It included the following steps: i) preparatory 

activities; ii) development of questionnaire, coding, and database creation; iii) training of interviewers 

(19 provincial fisheries officers) and questionnaire pre-test; iv) field data collection (October to 

December 2017); v) data encoding (January to April 2018); vi) development of a book of questions for 

data analysis; and vii) data analysis (June to September 2018). That analysis resulted in a first 

assessment report released in October 2018 (Fisheries Administration 20181). 

 

The baseline assessment targeted a sample of 1200 households randomly selected in the two 

provinces, including both CFi and non-CFi member households. This included households that would 

and would not be selected for assistance by the project. A total of 1,181 households were surveyed in 

117 Community Fisheries (Table 1). The baseline survey was shaped by: i) the objective to provide an 

overview of the socioeconomic situation and fish-related livelihoods in the two provinces in order to 

guide CFI selection, ii) the intention to also produce enough data to potentially allow an analysis of 

project impacts later on; and iii) the constraint of having to implement a large scale survey without 

knowing, at that early stage, which would be the CFI and households selected later on for project 

assistance. Thus, this survey covered 762 community fishing households and 419 non-community 

fishing households.  

  

                                                           
1 Fisheries Administration (2018). Baseline Survey of Fishing Households in Kratie and Stung Treng Provinces. 

Report for the project “Support for Fisheries and Aquatic Resources Management in Northern Cambodia”. 

Fisheries Administration and Inland Fisheries Research and Development Institute, Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 

69 pages. 
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Table 1: Villages and CFi surveyed 

Province District  Commune  Community Fisheries  Village 

Stung Treng 

Seam Bok 6 16 16 

Thalaborivat 6 25 27 

Say san 4 5 11 

Seam Bang 2 1 3 

Stung Traeng 1 4 3 

Sub-total 5 19 51 60 

Kratie 

Kratie 3 3 6 

Sombo 7 27 27 

Chet Borey 6 11 12 

Chhloung 5 5 11 

Snuol 4 5 6 

Preak Brosob 7 15 20 

Sub-total 6 32 66 82 

Total  11 51 117 142 

 

The project implementation resulted in the selection of 70 CFI among 117 to receive infrastructure 

support (64 CFi that existed before the project and 6 newly created during the project). This 

corresponds to 4,263 households in 35 CFi in Kratie Province and 4,599 households in 35 CFI in Stung 

Treng Province. Thus, in total 8,862 households were registered as CFi members in 70 CFi of both 

provinces during the project implementation.  

 

The endline assessment was conducted in 32 CFi in the two provinces. That coverage of 32 CFi was 

decided as the maximum doable sampling effort given financial and logistical constraints, while 

representing 50% of the 64 existing CFI initially supported. The survey was implemented in February 

2021 by 26 surveyors from IFReDI, CFDD, PITs in Kratie and Stung Treng, and two consultants. The 

method and questionnaires were the same as those used for the 2017 baseline survey.  

 

This 2022 ex-ante/ex-post data analysis is based on (Figure 1): 

i) an identification of the households that were interviewed in 2017 as part of the baseline 

survey and became supported by the project. 

ii) a sampling of 32 CFI based on their rating during the project CFi selection process for 

assistance (top/middle/bottom rating corresponding to high/medium/low governance, 

socioeconomic and environmental potential; see companion report “CFI selection” in the 

same series2). This sampling was meant to ensure that all types of CFi were represented 

in the data. The sampling of CFI by ecozone, temporarily envisaged, was abandoned as an 

ecozone represents an ecological criterion only. 

iii) in each of the 32 CFi selected, 10 households interviewed in 2017 were selected for a new 

interview in 2021 (while acknowledging minor variations during the actual survey). Thus, 

the endline sampling is based on 320 households in total. 

                                                           

2 Fisheries Administration (2019). Selection of Community Fisheries for project support. Report of the project 

“Support for Fisheries and Aquatic Resources Management in northern Cambodia”. Fisheries Administration 

and Inland Fisheries Research and Development Institute, Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 39 pages. 
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iv) an endline survey of 323 households (including 10 in Russey Keo for questionnaire 

testing). These 323 households belong to 32 CFI (17 in Kratie, 15 in Stung Treng; see 

Table 2). In total, these 323 households interviewed represent 44% of all households 

supported. This survey provided the endline dataset of the before/after analysis. Thirty-

five percent of women were interviewed during the endline survey. Along with these, 13% 

of interviewees qualified as Indigenous people (IP) were also covered in the endline 

survey.  

v) a sub-sample of the baseline data with the answers, in 2017, of the 323 household 

members surveyed again in 2021 (348 records minus 15 test households). This subsample 

provided the baseline dataset of the before/after analysis. These households represented 

1,413 persons during the baseline survey and 1,499 persons during the endline survey.  

 

Table 2: CFI assessed during the endline survey and number of interviewees in each 

Province Commune CFi Name 
Number of 

interviewees 
Women 

interviewed 
Indigenous 

interviewees 

Kratie 

Kampong Cham 
Ampil Teuk / Anlong 
veal proloung duong 
chet 

10 6 0 

Koh Khnhaer Anlong Kamnob  11 6 0 

Voadthonak Anlong Preah Kou 10 1 0 

Kampong Cham Kampong Krabei 10 2 0 

Boeung Char Kampong Roteh 10 5 8 

Kanh Chor Kanh Chor 8 0 0 

Ou Krieng Khsach Leav 10 3 10 

Boeung Char Koh Dambang 10 4 10 

Boeung Char Ou Krasaang 5 0 5 

Prek Prasob Ou Lung 11 3 0 

Voadthonak Prek Krieng 9 3 0 

Bos Leav Prek Ta Am 10 4 0 

Russey Keo Russey Keo 10 1 0 

Sambok Sambok 12 7 0 

Saob Saob Leu 11 1 0 

Sambour Tomnub Pak  10 3 0 

Voadthonak Voadthonak 10 5 0 

Stung Treng 

Preah Rumkel Anlong Svay 12 3 0 

Ou Rey Anlong Svay 8 3 0 

Samaki Anlong Thmor Bang 10 3 0 

Thalaborivat 
Kang Cham / 
Kangkngaok 

10 3 7 

Koh Sampeay Koh Sampeay 10 5 0 

Preah Rumkel Kralapeas 12 5 0 

Ou Mreah Ou Chralang 10 6 3 

Ou Mreah Ou Mreah 10 0 0 

Phluk Phluk Meanchey 12 7 0 

Preah Rumkel Phum Leu 11 5 0 

Ou Rey Pong Teuk 8 1 0 

Talat Samaki Rung Roeung 7 1 0 

Sdao Sdao2 12 6 0 

Thalaborivat Veal Khsach 12 7 0 

Ou Svay Veun Sean 12 3 0 

Total 323 112 43 

Note: Russey Keo was surveyed to test the questionnaire 
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Figure 1: Principles of the ex-ante / ex-post sampling for impact assessment 

 
 

Ten classes of indicators were used in this study to analyze the impacts of the project:  fishing, 

aquaculture and processing activities; income; food and nutrition; CFI governance; gender and 

indigenous people; satisfaction about CFI management; and perceived social and environmental 

benefits from management. 

In total, the monitoring and evaluation was done using 59 indicators: 

 Fishing activities: 6 indicators 

 Aquaculture activities: 5 indicators 

 Processing activities: 2 indicators 

 Income: 7 indicators (including indicator about fishing, aquaculture and processing)  

 Food and nutrition: 8 indicators 

 CFI governance: 13 indicators 

 Gender and indigenous people: 5 indicators 

 Satisfaction about CFI management: 4 indicators 

 Social and environmental benefits from management: 9 indicators 

 

This is supplemented with questions about extension services as part of the FiA’s contribution to co-

management. 
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3. RESULTS 

 

3.1. Main patterns in activities, income and food security 

 

This section presents results on fishing, aquaculture, income, nutrition, CFi governance, gender and 

minorities, benefits of management, satisfaction with CFi management and extension services. The 

numbers refer to the numbering of questions in the questionnaire. The questions are those from both 

the questionnaire (first) and the book of questions (second) used to direct the data analysis.  

 

3.1.1. Fishing activity 

 

Comparison of the percentage of CFI household members involved in full-time fishing activities 

Table 3: CFI households involved in full-time fishing activities 

 Percentage 

Baseline 20.9% 

Endline 19.0% 

 

Among households of the CFI involved in the project only 21% of household members were involved 

in full time fishing during the baseline. During the endline survey this value reached 19%, which is not 

considered to be a significant change during the time period. 

 

Comparison of the percentage of CFI household members involved in part-time fishing activities 

Table 4: CFi households involved in part-time fishing activities 

 Percentage 

Baseline 15.8% 

Endline 16.0% 

 

Among households of the CFI villages involved in the project, only 16% of the household members 

were involved in part-time fishing during the baseline. During the endline survey, this figure remained 

the same.  

 

 

3.1.2. Aquaculture activities 

 

Evolution in the percentage of households that practice aquaculture  

Table 5: Percentage of CFI households practicing aquaculture  

 Percentage 

Baseline 2.7% 

Endline 14.4%  

 

In the baseline survey, only 2.7% of CFi households were practicing aquaculture. In the endline survey, 

the percentage of households that practice aquaculture had increased substantially up to 14.4%. The 

increase reflects the project intervention on the development of aquaculture through the provision of 

livelihood enhancement grants.  
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Evolution of the quantity of fish produced per season among households doing aquaculture 

Table 6: Average fish production per season among CFi household doing aquaculture 

 Average fish 

production 

(Feb - April) 

Average of fish 

production 

(May - July) 

Average of fish 

production 

(Aug - Oct) 

Average of fish 

production 

(Nov - Jan) 

Baseline 185.00 30.20 48.70 64.00 

Endline 58.96 16.56 27.80 29.93 

Difference -68.1% -45.2% -42.9% -53.2% 

 

For CFi households practicing aquaculture, the average production for each of the four seasons 

decreased between the baseline and endline time periods. This may be due to an increased number 

of households practicing aquaculture and a lower average production per household as they are new 

to aquaculture.  

 

 

3.1.3. Processing activities 

 

Comparison of percentage of households that process fish 

Table 7: Households that process fish 

 Percentage 

Baseline 59.8% 

Endline 73.6% 

 

In the baseline survey 60% of CFi households processed fish. This number increased to 74% in the 

endline survey. This is likely related to the impact of COVID in 2020 and the difficulty for fishers to 

export their fish to cities as they had done before COVID, hence the increase in local smoking and 

drying to be able to store the fish. 

 

Comparison of the fish biomass processed per week per season per household 

Table 8: Fish biomass processed per week per season per household 

 

Average amount of 

fish processed per 

week (Feb – April) 

Average amount of 

fish processed per 

week (May – July) 

Average amount of 

fish processed per 

week (Aug- Oct) 

Average amount of 

fish processed per 

week (Jan – Nov) 

Baseline 13.7 13.8 7.0 10.9 

Endline 9.9 18.9 8.7 9.1 

 

The production of smoked fish is around 45 kg per household in the baseline survey and has not 

changed over the life of the project. Processing varies seasonally, with a minimum during the rainy 

season. 
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By comparison, 2016 data from the WorldFish Valuation project (Mousset et al. 20163) indicate an 

average of 59 kg of fish processed by household per year (including fish bought, which is less likely in 

the remote CFI of the project).  

 

 

3.1.4. Income 

 

Comparison of percentage of income by activity 

Table 9: Percentage of income estimated to come from different primary sector activities  

Activity Baseline Endline 

Fishing 32.0% 24.8% 

Crop production 32.1% 35.0% 

Livestock farming 19.1% 26.5% 

Orchard production 27.0% 29.4% 

Gathering 6.9% 4.3% 

Activities related to fishing 7.3% 8.2% 

Aquaculture 15.0% 13.5% 
 

 
Figure 2: Comparison of primary sector activities in Baseline and Endline surveys 

 

For all CFI households surveyed, fishing and crop production both provided about one-fourth to one-

third of the income. Fishing declined by 7% between the baseline and endline surveys as households 

moved to agricultural activities. The source of income that increased over time is livestock production, 

from 19 to 26%. Aquaculture contributes around 14% of the income (the Stung Treng hatchery was 

not operational yet and could not contribute to aquaculture production increase), with no major 

change over time – despite a decrease in the biomass produced highlighted above. The role of 

gathering decreased, as interviewees underline the progressive loss of access to wild resources. 

 

                                                           
3 Mousset E., Rogers V., Saray S., Ouch K., Srey S., Mith S, Baran E. 2016. Roles and values of fish in rural welfare 
in Cambodia (welfare data analysis). Inland Fisheries Research and Development Institute (Fisheries 
Administration) and WorldFish. Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 101 pp.  
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Comparison of the estimated role played by fish in households’ income 

Table 10: Percentage of CFI household’s income believed to come from fish and fishing  

 Percentage of income coming from fish and fishing 

Baseline 30.0 

Endline 24.8 

 

A cross-checking of responses confirms previous answers and indicates that CFi households stated 

that 30% of their income used to come from fishing, and that this income decreased by 5% to 25% 

over the course of the project. 

 

 

3.1.5. Food and nutrition 

 

Evolution of the estimated contribution of fish and fishing to protein supply 

Table 11: Percentage of CFI household’s protein supply estimated to come from fish and fishing 

 Percentage of income comes from fish and fishing 

Baseline 72.8 

Endline 69.1 

 

During the baseline, CFI households reported that 73% of the meat (protein) that they eat comes from 

fish and fishing. This reportedly decreased to 69% in the endline survey. The reduction of the role of 

fish in protein supply reflects the reduced share of fishing in income reported elsewhere and the 

increase in agricultural activities.  

 

Evolution per season of the fear that there is not enough fish to meet the family needs 

Table 12: Percentage of CFi households that fear there is not enough fish to meet family needs per season 

 
Dry season 

(Feb – April ) 

Flooding season 

(May – July) 

Flood/rainy 

season (Aug- Oct) 

Flood recession 

season (Jan – Nov) 

Baseline 89.3 91.9 73.2 91.9 

Endline 15.8 12.3 22.3 12 

 

For all CFi households and over the course of the project there was a substantial reduction in the fear 

of not having enough fish to eat from 87% during the baseline to 16% during the endline. This 

contradicts the claimed reduction in fish catch, but probably reflects answers related to overall food 

security rather than fish-related security only (more availability of poultry following livelihood grants). 

This can also be related to increased processing for local storage in the context of transport restrictions 

following the COVID pandemic in 2020-2021. 
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Evolution in the percentage of households who worry that in the past four weeks they would not have enough 

food or have to cut on portions / quality  

Table 13: Number and percentage of households who worry that in the past four weeks they would not have 

enough food or have to cut on portions 

 Baseline Endline 

Never 36% 52% 

Sometimes 44% 36% 

Often 12% 5% 

Daily 9% 6% 

 

There is a reported improvement between the baseline and endline surveys, respectively, with those 

who reported ‘never’ worrying about not having enough food increasing from 36% to 52% and those 

who ‘sometimes’ worry decreasing from 44% to 36%. This could be due to the diversification of food 

production activities of households.  

 

 

3.2. Community Fishery Governance 

 

3.2.1. Performance of Community Fisheries 

 

CFi households’ perceptions on CFi governance 

Table 14: Comparison of answers from CFI households interviewed about CFi governance  

 Baseline Endline 

CFI having by-laws and internal regulations 84% 95% 

CFI having completed mapping of the community fishing areas 66.4% 96.6% 

CFI having a Community Fishery Area Agreement 76.3% 93.5% 

CFI registered and recognized by FiA 58.6% 90.1% 

CFI having a management plan 66.7% 94.9% 

CFI having rules and internal regulations for fisheries management 84.3% 95.2% 

CFI having rules and regulations against illegal fishing 71.3% 96.6% 

CFI having an activity plan for the next six months 43.7% 83.6% 

CFI having a conservation area 76.3% 94.2% 

CFI having a mechanism to resolve conflicts 35.3% 61.6% 

 

For every topic on CFi governance, there was an increase in the perception of improved governance 

from the baseline to the endline survey. This indicates an improved understanding of CFi governance 

by households as a result of project interventions such as training and meetings and by increased 

participation in the CFi.  
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Evolution in the average number of annual meetings between CFC and CFI members  

Table 15: Average number of annual meetings between CFC and CFI members 

 
Average number of annual meetings between CFC and 

CFI members 

Baseline 2.9 

Endline 10.8 

 

During the 2018 baseline survey, the average number of CFi meetings was 3 per year. This increased 

significantly to 11 meetings per year at the end of the project as reported in the endline survey.  

 

Evolution in the percentage of households reporting that the CFC does coordinate with commune council or 

the Fisheries cantonment 

Table 16: CFI households that report CFC does coordinate with commune council or fisheries cantonment 

 “No coordination”  “Coordination”  “Do not know” 

Baseline 2% 73% 25% 

Endline 0% 97% 3% 

 

In the baseline survey 73% of CFi households reported that the CFC did coordinate with the Commune 

Council or the Provincial Fisheries Cantonment. This number increased significantly to 97% in the 

endline survey.  

 

Evolution in the percentage of households reporting that the CFC does develop networks with other CFI and 

organizations 

Table 17: CFI households that report CFC does develop networks with other CFI and organizations 

  “Yes, networking”  “No networking” “Do not know” 

Baseline 51% 8% 41% 

Endline 80% 3% 16% 

 

At the beginning of the project fifty-one percent of the CFi households reported that the CFC did 

develop networks with other CFis and organizations; this number reached 80% at the end of the 

project.  

 

The increases in the number of the CFi meetings, the coordination between CFi with commune council 

and Fisheries Cantonment, and networking with other CFis indicates that the CFi are implementing 

their management plan properly in the course of project implementation.  

 

Evolution in the percentage of households reporting active fund raising by the CFC 

Table 18: CFI households that report active fund raising by CFC 

 “Active fund raising”  “No fund raising”  “Do not know” 

Baseline 39% 14% 47% 

Endline 87% 2% 11% 
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Thirty-nine percent of the CFi households reported in the baseline survey that the CFC engaged in 

active fund raising (47% not knowing). In the endline survey, the percent of household reporting that 

the CFC engages in active fund raising increased significantly to 87% with only 11% reporting not 

knowing.  

 

Evolution in the percentage of households reporting that the CFC is somewhat successful at raising funds 

Table 19: CFI households reporting that the CFC is somewhat successful at raising funds 

 
“Successful fund 

raising”  

“Unsuccessful fund 

raising” 
 “Do not know” 

Baseline 29% 19% 52% 

Endline 89% 2% 9% 

 

Twenty-nine percent of CFi households reported in the baseline survey that the CFC was somewhat 

successful in raising funds and 52% did not know. In the endline survey, that percentage increased 

significantly to 89% with only 9% reporting not knowing.  

 

Evolution and diversification in the number of sources of funding  

Table 20: Percentage of each source of funding according to CFI households  

 Baseline Endline 

No funding  16.2% 0.2% 

Government 1.7% 58.7% 

NGO 21.6% 35.7% 

Donor  0.3% 0.4% 

People  6.0% 0.2% 

Unknown 54.3% 2.6% 

Other   -  2.2% 

 

At the beginning of the project, 16% of CFI had no source of funding; this figured dropped down to 

zero at the end. The sources of CFi funding also evolved, from 2% of government assistance initially to 

59% at the end of the project, and from 22% from NGO to 36% at the end. The change also reflects a 

reduction of the rate of ignorance about funding among CFI members, from 54% to 3%, and an 

awareness of sources of funding increased from 46% to 93%. 

 

Evolution in the percentage of households thinking that the finances record of the CFI are available for all 

members to examine 

Table 21: CFI households and finances record of the CFI available for all members to examine 

 “Available”  “Not available” “Do not know” 

Baseline 29.3% 7.2% 63.5% 

Endline 89.8% 1.6% 8.7% 

 

In 2018, 29% of households indicated that CFi financial records were available for all members to 

examine. This figure increased to 89% at the end of the project. 
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Evolution in the percentage of households provided with information from extension agents 

Table 22. Percentage of households who received information from extension agents 

 Information received Information not received Do not know 

Baseline 70.1% 29.9% - 

Endline 84.9% 14.4% 0.7% 

 

At the beginning of the project, 70% of respondents reported that they had been provided with 

information from extension agents. This increased to 85% in the endline survey.  

 

Evolution in the percentage of households who feel that the local administration is helpful for assistance and 

conflict management  

Table 23. Percentage of households feeling that the local administration is helpful 

 Administration helpful  Administration not helpful  “Do not know” 

Baseline 88.1% 11.9% - 

Endline 96.6% 3.4% - 

 

In the baseline survey, 88% of respondents reported that the local administration was helpful for 

assistance and conflict management. This increased to 97% in the endline survey. 

 

 

3.2.2. Gender and indigenous people 

 

Evolution in the proportion of women in the CFI 

Table 24: Proportion of women in the CFI 

 Percentage 

Baseline 4.2% 

Endline 7.5% 

 

The proportion of women members of the CFI doubled over the life of the project from 4% at the 

beginning of the project to 8% at the end. 

Note: The number of women in the CFi could be higher. The respondents may not have been fully 

aware of the actual number of women members of the CFi. The quarterly project reports indicate that 

the numbers of  women participating in CFi activities and in workshops, trainings and other awareness 

raising events have been more than 50% of the participants. 

 

 

Evolution in the proportion of women in the CFC (i.e. CFI committee) 

Table 25: Proportion of women in the CFC 

 Percentage 

Baseline 3.5% 

Endline 7% 

 

Despite remaining relatively low at 7%, the proportion of women members of the Community 

Fisheries Committees doubled over the life of the project.  
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Note: The project administration records indicate that the actual percentage of women members of 

CFC is 24%, not 7% as per estimates of the endline survey. This difference could be attributed to the 

respondents not being fully familiar with the number of women in the CFC. 

 

Evolution in the percentage of households that have received training or awareness raising on gender 

Table 26: Percentage of household that received training or awareness raising on gender 

  No gender raining Gender training  Do not know” 

All villagers 
Baseline 19.5% 53.7% 26.7% 

Endline 6.2% 86% 7.7% 

CFI households 
Baseline 20.6% 64% 15.3% 

Endline 6.2% 86.6% 7.2% 

 

Among CFi households in the baseline survey, 21% report that they had not received training or 

awareness raising on gender, and 15% were unsure. In the endline survey, the proportion of CFi 

households having received gender training reached 87%, and only 7% were unsure about gender 

training received. Proportions are similar among CFI members and all villagers, showing that gender 

training benefited to all. 

 

Evolution in the percentage of households who think that women do participate actively in CFI activities 

Table 27: Perception about an active participation of women in the CFI 

 No active participation Active participation of women Unknown 

Baseline 31.8 62.1% 6.1% 

Endline 3.4% 96.9% 0 

 

Over the life of the project, the percentage of respondents reporting that women actively participated 

in the CFi increased from 62% in the baseline survey to 97% in the endline survey. This is despite the 

low proportion of women in the CFi reported in Table 27.  

 

In villages with indigenous people, evolution in the percentage of households thinking that indigenous 

people participate actively in CFi activities 

In baseline and endline surveys, 32-38 villages out of 43-44 are characterized by the presence of 

indigenous people. The following question is detailed for these villages only. 

 

Table 28: Percentage of households thinking that indigenous people participate actively in CFi activities 

  “Yes”   “No” “Do not know” 

Baseline 30% 41.9% 28.4% 

Endline 40.3% 48.8% 11.0% 

 

In villages with indigenous people, the percentage of respondents reporting that the indigenous 

people participated actively in CFi activities increased from 30% to 40% over the life of the project. 

However, the percentage of respondents reporting that indigenous people do not actively participate 

in CFi activities increased by 7%. 

Note: In the Livelihood Enhancement Manual, the project has provided motivation for indigenous 

people to participate in the project by adding one additional score for the IP family to receive a 

Livelihood Sub-Grant.   
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3.2.3. Overall satisfaction about CFI management 

 

Evolution in the percentage of households who think their participation to the CFI operation is satisfactory 

Table 29: Percentage of CFI households that think that their participation to the CFI operation is satisfactory  

 Satisfactory participation to CFI 

Baseline 78.9% 

Endline 90.8% 

 

The percentage of CFi households that feel that their participation in the operation of the CFI is 

satisfactory increased from 79% in the baseline survey to 91% in the endline survey.  

 

Evolution in the percentage of households thinking that the CFC manages finances well 

Table 30: CFI households thinking that CFC manage finance well  

 Finance well managed Finance poorly managed Do not know 

Baseline 39.5% 8.1% 52.5% 

Endline 91.8% 0.7% 7.5% 

 

The percentage of CFi households reporting that they feel that the CFC manages finances well 

increased from 40% in the baseline survey to 92% in the endline survey. The percent of respondents 

that “do not know” decreased from 53% to 8% over the life of the project. The increase in the 

percentage of respondents reporting that the CFC manages finances well can be attributed to a series 

of training on financial management that the project conducted through the implementation of the 

livelihood enhancement activities, small-scale infrastructure, and community fisheries activities 

(C-DIET).  

 

Evolution in the percentage of households estimating that elections and re-elections for the CFC were open 

to everyone  

Table 31: CFI households estimating that the elections and re-elections for the CFC were open to everyone  

 “Open elections” “Elections not open” “Do not know” 

Baseline 78.9% 8.8% 12.3% 

Endline 96.6% 1.4% 2.1% 

The percentage of CFi households reporting that elections for the CFC were open to everyone 

increased from 79% at the beginning of the project to 97% at the end of the project 

 

Evolution in the percentage of households estimating that decisions by the CFC are made openly or 

transparently  

Table 32: CFI households considering that CFC decisions are open/transparent  

 Transparent elections No transparent elections “Do not know” 

Baseline 71.6% 4.0% 24.4% 

Endline 97.8% 0.3% 1.9% 

 
At the beginning of the project, 72% of CFI households reported that CFC decisions were 

open/transparent. At the end of the project, this increased to 98%. The percentage of respondents 

that reported “do not know” decreased from 24% to 2%. 
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3.3. Resource management 

 

3.3.1. Illegal fishing and conflicts 

 

Evolution in the percentage of households thinking that the government is taking effective action to reduce 

illegal fishing 

Table 33: CFI households’ opinion about the government taking effective action to reduce illegal fishing 

  “Not taking action”  “Taking action”  “Do not know” 

Baseline 7.7% 92.3% - 

Endline 0.7% 96.6% 2.7% 

 

Ninety-two percent of CFi households reported that the government was taking significant action to 

reduce illegal fishing in the baseline survey. That number increased to 97% in the endline survey.  

 

Evolution in the percentage of households thinking that the Community Fisheries Committee works to 

reduce illegal fishing 

Table 34: CFI households’ opinion about Community Fisheries Committees working to reduce illegal fishing 

  “Not working”  “Working”” “Do not know” 

Baseline 6.5% 90.8% 2.7% 

Endline 0% 98.7% 1.4% 

 

During the baseline survey, 91% of interviewees felt that their Community Fisheries Committee was 

working to reduce illegal fishing; this number went up to 99% by the end of the project. Conversely, 

the percentage of unconvinced people dropped from 6.5% to 0%. 

 

Ability of the CFI to punish offenders 

Table 35: CFI households’ belief in the ability of the CFI to punish offenders 

 No ability  Yes, formally  Yes, informally  Unknown 

Baseline 0.8% 24.1% 40.2% 34.9% 

Endline 51.0% 19.2% 7.5% 22.3% 

 

The perception about the ability of the CFi to punish offenders diminished over the life of the project, 

in particular the ability to informally punish them (from 40% down to 8%), together with a reduced 

ability to formally punish them (from 24% to 19%). At the end of the project, 50% more people 

reported that the CFI was not able to punish offenders compared to the beginning of the project. 

These results indicate a reduction of informal punishment without replacement by formal punishment 

and raises questions about enforcement. 

 

Perceived trend in illegal fishing 

Table 36: Perception of CFI households about trends in illegal fishing activities  

 Increased Decreased Same Unknown 

Baseline 33.0% 34.9% 21.1% 11.1% 

Endline 4.5% 86.6% 6.5% 2.4% 
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During the baseline survey, 35% of CFI households reported that illegal fishing activities had 

decreased; that figure went up to 87% in the endline survey, indicating progress in enforcement. This 

is not necessarily a contradiction with the previous result, as the number of offenders could go down 

but the ability to punish these remaining offenders could have been reduced as well. The percentages 

of respondents with no opinion decreased from 11 to 2%. 

 

Evolution in the percentage of households reporting enforcement against illegal fishing (cross-checking) 

Table 37: CFI households reporting about enforcement against illegal fishing 

 “No enforcement”  “Some to good enforcement” “Do not know” 

Baseline 14.6% 76.7% 8.8% 

Endline 1.0% 96.9% 2.1% 

 

In 2017, 15% of CFI households reported no enforcement against illegal fishing; this figure dropped 

down to 1% in 2021. “Some to good enforcement” against illegal fishing increased from 78% to 97% 

during the life of the project. This was due to the provision of boats and equipment for patrolling and 

funds to conduct patrols.  

 

 

3.3.2. Status of the resource 

 

Evolution in the percentage of households who declare that the fish catch respectively increased or 

decreased in quantity or value 

Table 38: Percentage of CFI households declaring that the fish catch changed in quantity or value 

 Increased catch Decreased catch 

Baseline 40.6% 53.0% 

Endline 34.3% 45.1% 

 

Among CFi households interviewed during the baseline survey, 53% thought that the fish catch had 

decreased in the last five years. At the end of the project, this proportion was reduced to 45%. 

However, this result did not translate into a perception of respondents feeling that the catch had 

increased, with a slight reported decrease (41% during baseline, 34% during endline). 

 

Evolution in the percentage of households thinking that the conservation areas are useful for the 

conservation of the fishery 

Table 39: Percentage of CFI households declaring that conservation areas are useful 

 Conservation useful Conservation not useful Do not know 

Baseline 84.7% 5.4% 10.0% 

Endline 96.2% 2.1% 1.7% 

 

Among CFi households, 85% reported during the baseline survey that conservation areas were useful 

for the conservation of the fishery and protecting broodstock. This number had increased to 96% in 

the endline survey. 
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Evolution in the percentage of households considering that the CFI helps resolve conflict in fisheries 

Table 40: CFI households considering that the CFI helps resolve conflict in fisheries 

  “Helps”   “Does not help”  “Do not know” 

Baseline 38.7% 34.5% 26.8% 

Endline 67.1% 17.8% 15.1% 

 

Among CFi households, 39% reported in the baseline survey that the CFi helps to resolve fisheries 

conflicts. This proportion increased to 67% in the endline survey. 

 

Evolution in the percentage of households thinking that being a member of the CFI has helped them socially 

and economically  

Table 41: Opinions that being a member of the CFI has helped them socially and economically  

 CFI membership useful CFI membership not useful Do not know 

Baseline 83.4% 8.1% 8.8% 

Endline 99.7% 0.3% - 

 

At the beginning of the project, 83% of CFi households reported that CFI membership helped them 

socially and economically. This increased to 100% in the endline survey.  

 

Evolution in the perception about the status of fish stocks 

Table 42: CFI perception about the status of fish stocks 

 Very 

bad 

Bad Neither good 

nor bad  

Good  Very 

good  

Unknown  

Baseline 5.8% 42.2% 41.0% 9.6% - 1.5% 

Endline 2.4% 32.2% 41.8% 23.3% 0.3% - 

 

In the baseline survey, 48% of households reported that the condition of fish stocks was very bad or 

bad; this dropped to 36% in the endline survey. In the baseline survey, 10% of respondents reported 

that fish stocks were good or very good, and this increased to 24% in the endline survey. This is in 

contrast to the perception that fish catch has not increased reported above.  

 

Evolution in the percentage of households who feel that the CFI has improved the fish stock in the area 

Table 43: CFI households feeling that CFI management has improved fish stock in the area 

 Stock improvement No stick improvement Do not know 

Baseline 63.6% 8.4% 28.0% 

Endline 90.8% 5.1% 4.1% 

 

In the baseline survey, 64% of respondents reported that the CFi management had improved fish 

stocks in the area managed; while in the endline survey, this positive perception reached 91%. The 

percentage of respondents reporting “do not know” decreased from 28% to 4%. 
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Evolution of CFI households’ perception about fish resource management 

Table 44: Perception of CFI households about fish resource management  

 Fish 

resource not 

managed 

Some 

management 

initiatives 

Good 

initiatives 

Good 

sustainable 

management 

Unknown  

Baseline 6.9% 64.4% 26.4% 1.2% 1.2% 

Endline - 22.3% 65.8% 11.6% 0.3% 

 

During the baseline survey, 64% of respondents reported that there were some fish resource 

management initiatives, 26% that there were good initiatives, and 1% reported good sustainable 

management. After project implementation, 66% reported that there were good initiatives, and 12% 

of CFI members reported good sustainable management of the resource. 

 

Evolution in the percentage of households who feel that the CFI has improved the fish habitats 

Table 45: Percentage of household feeling that the CFI has improved fish habitats 

 Improved  

fish habitats 

Fish habitats not 

improved 

Do not know 

Baseline 78.2% 6.9% 14.9% 

Endline 96.6% 2.1% 1.4% 

 

In the baseline survey, 78% of households surveyed reported that the CFI had helped improve the fish 

habitats; this number reached 97% in the endline survey; with a large reduction from 15% to 1% of 

respondents who “do not know”. 

 

Evolution in the percentage of households who expect the fishery to maintain its current level of 

productivity 

Table 46: Percentage of household who expect the fishery to maintain its current level of productivity 

 Productivity will be 

maintained 

Productivity will not 

be maintained 

Do not know 

Baseline 49.0% 42.9% 8.1% 

Endline 83.6% 10.3% 6.2% 

 

The percentage of CFi households that reported that fishery productivity could be maintained 

increased from 49% in the baseline survey to 84% in the endline survey. While those reporting that 

fishery productivity could not be maintained decreased from 43% to 10% over the life of the project.  
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3.4. Threats and recommendations 

 

Evolution in the top threats reported (several answers possible) 

Table 47: Top threats identified at the beginning and at the end of the project 

 
Baseline 
survey 

Rank in 
baseline 

 
Endline 
survey 

Rank in 
endline 

Electrofishing 50.9% 1  6.2% 8 

Illegal gears 39.4% 2  20.1% 5 

Population growth/Increase in fishing 18.7% 3  22.6% 3 
Illegal fishing (in breeding season, in 
prohibited area, etc.) 

17.8% 4  35.6% 1 

Natural issue (water, weather change, 
deforestation, etc.)  

9.5% 5  32.5% 2 

Dam 9.2% 6  12.7% 6 

Bomb fishing 5.2% 7  20.4% 4 

Modern tools 4.0% 8  3.4% 9 

Weak law 4.0% 9  1.2% 11 

Unknown 3.5% 10  3.1% 10 

Pollutants 2.0% 11  8.1% 7 

Outsiders 1.7% 12  0.3% 12 

Limited knowledge 0.6% 13  0.3% 13 

 

The respondents were asked in both the baseline and endline surveys to identify the top threats to 

the fishery. In the baseline survey, the top percentage threats were electrofishing (51%), followed by 

illegal fishing gears (39%), population growth/increase in fishing (19%), and illegal fishing (18%). These 

responses changed significantly in the endline survey with the top percentage response being illegal 

fishing (37%), followed by natural issue (water, weather change, deforestation) (33%), population 

growth/increase in fishing (23%), bomb fishing (20%), illegal fishing gears (20%), and dam (13%). The 

increase in the identification of illegal fishing as a threat in the endline survey may be due to an 

increase in patrolling and CFi members being more aware of this threat resulting from trainings on 

topics such as fisheries laws. The increase in the identification of natural issues as a threat may be due 

to awareness raising activities provided by the project and on increased understanding of the 

interconnectedness of the ecosystem. It is interesting to note that while respondents reported a 

decrease in electrofishing and illegal fishing gears, there was a reported increase in bomb fishing. This 

is difficult to explain.  
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Evolution in the main types of conflict reported in the fishery (several answers possible) 

Table 48: Top conflicts identified at the beginning and at the end of the project 

 
Baseline 
survey 

Rank in 
baseline 

 
Endline 
survey 

Rank in 
endline 

Unknown 52.3% 1  36.2% 2 

Competition 16.4% 2  4.0% 4 

Illegal fishing 13.8% 3  14.6% 3 

No conflict 6.9% 4  37.5% 1 
Outside fisherman 5.2% 5  1.9% 7 

CF/Patroller with illegal fisherman 3.2% 6  2.5% 6 

Between legal and illegal fisherman 2.3% 7  3.1% 5 

 

The respondents were asked in the baseline and endline surveys to identify the top conflicts in the 

fishery. In the baseline, the highest-ranking response was “unknown” (52%), followed by competition 

(16%), illegal fishing (14%), and no conflict (7%). This ranking changed considerably in the endline 

survey, with the highest-ranking response being no conflict (38%), followed by “unknown” (36%), 

illegal fishing (15%, no significant change), and competition (4%). The increase in no conflict may be 

the result of more action being taken by the CFC to address conflicts and the decrease in competition 

may be due to more enforcement by the CFC to keep outside fishers from the CFi fishing area.   

 

Evolution in actions recommended to improve the management of fisheries 

Table 49: Top actions recommended at the beginning and at the end of the project 

 
Baseline 
survey 

Rank in 
baseline 

 
Endline 
survey 

Rank in 
endline 

Prevent illegal fishing 53.2% 1  57.3% 1 

Conservation  12.1% 2  38.4% 2 

Unknown 10.1% 3  1.6% 8 

Patrolling law 8.9% 4  22.6% 3 

Already Better 3.5% 5  1.2% 9 

Report to CF/experts, etc. 2.6% 6  1.7% 7 

Cooperation with NGOs, etc. 2.3% 7  5.3% 5 

Provide money/things 2.1% 8  3.1% 6 

Education 1.7% 9  10.8% 4 

How could fishery management be improved? In both the baseline and endline surveys, the highest 

percentage response to recommended actions to improve management of fisheries was to prevent 

illegal fishing, 53% and 57%, respectively. This high percentage of response in both surveys indicates 

that preventing illegal fishing needs to be a continued high priority for the CFi. In the baseline survey, 

this was followed by conservation (12%), “unknown” (10%) and patrolling (9%). This changed 

significantly in the endline survey, with conservation (38%) and patrolling (23%) being the next highest 

percentage responses. This increase could be the result of activities undertaken by the project to 

establish conservation areas, awareness raising, and support for patrols. Patrolling is an important 

activity to prevent illegal fishing and to protect conservation areas. The response “unknown” also 

decreased significantly as a result of trainings and action on more management options being 

provided to CFi members. 
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Main problems identified in processing 

The respondents were asked to identify the main problems in fish processing. In the baseline survey, 

the highest percentage responses were “unknown” (66%), no problem (17%), and limited ingredients 

(7%). The endline survey had different responses including no problem (36%), “unknown” (34%) and 

problem with technique (9%).  

 

Recommended ways to improve processing 

How could fish processing be improved? In both the baseline and endline surveys the highest 

percentage of responses were “unknown”, 67% and 55%, respectively. In the baseline survey, the 

other highest percentage responses were need for technical training (14%) and standardization of 

technology (14%). In the baseline survey, the other highest percentage responses were 

standardization of technology (20%) and need for technical training (17%).  

 

Main problems identified in aquaculture 

Households surveyed were asked about main problems in aquaculture. In the baseline survey, 97% of 

respondents answered “unknown” and in the endline survey it was 89%. In the baseline survey, the 

next highest percentage response was limited technology (2%) and in the endline survey it was 

problem with fish (5%) and lack of inputs (feed, water, money) (4%). For the 10 households already 

doing aquaculture, the highest percentage problems in the baseline survey were limited technology 

(40%), problem with fish (30%), and weather (20%). In the endline survey, it was problem with fish 

(31%), unknown (31%), lack of inputs (24%), and limited technology (11%).  

 

Recommended ways to improve aquaculture 

How could aquaculture be improved? In both the baseline and endline surveys the highest percentage 

response, 97% and 88%, respectively, was unknown. The next highest percentage response in both 

surveys was technical training, 2% in the baseline survey and 6% in the endline survey. For the 

10 households already doing aquaculture, technical training was the highest percentage response in 

the baseline survey (50%) and endline survey (42%). This was followed by the response of 

standardization of production system in the baseline survey (20%) and 31% in the endline survey.  

 

Recommended ways to improve the active participation of women in the CFI 

When asked how to improve the active participation of women in the CFi, the highest percentage 

responses in the baseline survey were encouragement/support, education/training, and 

meeting/participation/workshop. These three responses were the same in the endline survey 

although the order changed to meeting/participation/workshop, encouragement/support, and 

education/training. 

 

In villages with ethnic communities, recommended ways to improve the participation of indigenous people  

Respondents were asked how to improve the participation of indigenous people in the CFi. 

“Unknown” was the highest percentage response in both surveys, however, in the baseline it was 29%, 

while in the endline it increased to 61%. Education/training and support/encouragement were the 

next highest percentage responses in both the baseline and endline surveys.   
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

A baseline survey was conducted in late 2017 and an endline survey was conducted in early 2021. The 

present document is focused on project intervention benefits. The main objective of the questions 

asked during the baseline and the endline surveys is to compare for each CFi assisted by the project 

the situation at the beginning and at the end of the project.  

 

Overall, the respondents in the endline survey felt that the project was beneficial to them. This was 

reflected in overall improvements in the CFi and CFC operation and administration, and in governance 

and resource management. The respondents also reported overall social and economic benefits from 

CFi membership.  

 

A relatively small percentage of CFi household members (21%) consider themselves to be full-time 

fishers. A relatively small percentage of CFI household members (16%) consider themselves to be part-

time fishers. All CFi households report that the main sources of household income come from a mix 

of fishing and agriculture practices (crops, orchards, livestock), although CFi households report slightly 

more income from agriculture practices than fishing. The respondents reported an increase in doing 

aquaculture and in processing fish. The increase in fish processing may be due to COVID and restricted 

access to markets.  

 

The CFi households report that less of their protein comes from fish than in the baseline. However, 

the fear that there is not enough fish to meet their family needs during all seasons of the year has 

deceased. The respondents reported a decrease in their perception that their household worry that 

in the past four weeks they would not have enough food or have to cut on portions. This may be due 

to an increase in the household’s diversification of food sources.  

 

The respondents were very positive about CFi governance. There was a reported increase over the 

baseline survey in the number of meetings per year, coordination with the commune council and 

Fisheries Cantonment, networking with other CFi and organizations, engagement in fund raising, 

active and successful fund raising, diversification of funding sources (especially from NGOS), and 

transparency of financial records. The respondents were also well satisfied with CFi management, 

reporting an increase in participation in CFi activities, well managed finances, elections open to 

everyone, and transparent decision-making over the baseline.  

 

The CFi households reported a significant decrease in illegal fishing over the life of the project (87% of 

respondents report such decrease). Almost all CFi households also report that the government (97%) 

and the CFC (99%) are taking action to address illegal fishing. Ninety-seven percent (97%) of 

respondents felt that there was good enforcement. This could be attributed to increased patrols due 

to the provision of boats and equipment for patrolling, training, and funds to conduct patrols. 

However, bomb fishing and illegal fishing in the breeding season and in prohibited areas continues to 

be a problem. In addition, while illegal fishing has been reduced and enforcement improved, 

respondents felt that the CFi was less able to punish offenders, either formally or informally, at the 

end of the project.   
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One hundred percent (100%) of CFi households report that the CFi benefits them both socially and 

economically by increasing fish catch, providing alternative livelihoods, and opening up more markets 

for their fish catch. Among CFi households, there was a reduction in the percentage of respondents 

reporting that fish catch had decreased in the last five years. However, this result did not translate 

into a perception of respondents feeling that the catch had increased, with a slight reported decrease 

during endline survey. During the baseline survey, 42% of households consulted described the 

condition of fish stocks as bad; this figure had dropped to 32% in the endline survey. Similarly, 10% of 

respondents estimated that fish stocks were good at the beginning of the project, and they were 23% 

at the end. Respondents felt that conservation areas are good and that fisheries conflicts have been 

reduced. Ninety-one percent (91%) report that the CFi has improved the fish stock. Seventy-six 

percent (76%) reported that the CFi has good and sustainable fisheries management. Ninety-seven 

percent (97%) feel that the CFi has improved fish habitats. Among CFi households, 84% expect that 

the fishery will maintain its current level of productivity over the next five years.  

The main threats to the fishery in the endline survey include illegal fishing gears and practices, natural 

issues such as climate change, and population growth/more fishers. The suggested approaches to 

improve fisheries management include prevent illegal fishing, more conservation areas, and more 

patrolling and enforcement. The respondents stated that conflicts have been significantly reduced, 

and what conflicts there are include illegal fishing and competition. There is a need for assistance for 

better methods for processing fish and more technical training on aquaculture.  

 

In all cases, there was a reported improvement in CFi governance with increases in CFi having by-laws 

and internal regulations; identified boundaries and map of the community fishing area; a community 

fishing area agreement; the CFi is registered and recognized by MAFF; a community fishing area 

management plan; rules and regulations against illegal fishing; and having a conservation area.  

 

There has reportedly been a slight increase in women members of the CFi and CFC. However, these 

numbers may not be reliable as other project reports indicate a much higher percentage of women 

participating in the CFi and CFC. There has been effective training conducted and exposure that has 

improved respondents understanding of gender. There is a high positive perception about the active 

participation of women in the CFi. The CFi households reported that participation of women needs to 

more supported and encouraged, there needs to more education and training on gender, and more 

meetings and workshops to encourage participation. The CFi households reported that participation 

of indigenous people needs to be supported and encouraged through more education and training on 

indigenous people for more understanding and more meetings and workshops to encourage 

participation.  

 

There was an increase in respondents getting information from extension agents over the life of the 

project to 85%. Ninety-seven percent (97%) of respondents reported that the local administration was 

helpful for assistance and conflict management.  
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The following points are key recommendations to maintain and enhance the project outputs and 

benefits:  

1. Ensure that each CFi has a financial sustainability plan to achieve long-term CFi viability and 

sustainability; 

2. Enhance capacity; through, for example, technical training; to continue to diversify livelihoods of 

all CFi households as fishing is a livelihood and income source for a decreasing percentage of the 

households and all households rely on a mix of livelihood and income sources, such as agriculture, 

fish processing and aquaculture; 

3. Utilize the Stung Treng fish hatchery to enhance aquaculture as a household livelihood option 

through provision of production inputs and technical assistance; 

4. Strengthen CFi and CFC capacity to manage the fisheries and to serve its member’s needs, through 

training and technical assistance, on administration (i.e. funding, roles and responsibilities), 

fisheries and ecosystem management, conflict management, and compliance and enforcement; 

5. Illegal fishing is the most important fisheries issue. Continue capacity building and put resources 

into enforcement and compliance activities such as patrolling; 

6. Improve capacity to punish offenders of fishing laws and regulations through both formal and 

informal methods; 

7. Enhance the participation of women and indigenous people in all CFi activities and as members of 

the CFC through encouragement and support and education and training; 

8. Improve coordination and cooperation among government, non-governmental organizations and 

donors on support and activities to CFis and CFCs.  
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5. ANNEX: SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

Mekong Integrated Water Resources Management Project (Phase III) 

Component 1 

Community Fisheries Survey in Kratie and Stung Treng Provinces 

គម្រោង រគប់រគងធនធានទឹកចរំ ុះ ទម្នេម្េគងគ (តណំាកក់ាលទី III), ផ្នែកទ ី1 

ការស្ទងម់តសិ្ហគមន៍ននសាទ 
នេតតក្រន េះ និងនេតតស្ទងឹត្ក្តង 

 
 

This Fisheries Administration is undertaking a five-year project to improve the management of fisheries 

resources in Stung Treng and Kratie Provinces. We want to understand the socioeconomic 

characteristics and livelihoods of village members in the project area, and their perceptions about the 

status and trends of their fisheries, and community fisheries management. The findings of this survey 

will provide a baseline to inform project activities, monitor project progress, and evaluate project 

impact. 

 

To improve this understanding, we need your help to complete a questionnaire. All households selected 

for this survey were randomly selected, and all responses will remain confidential. You are able to 

withdraw at any point during interview. You are able to withdraw at any point during interview. If you 

choose to withdraw, your information will not be used. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. 

 
រដ្ឋបាលជលផលកំពុងអនុវត្តគម្រោងរយៈម្ពល 5 ឆ្ន មំ្ដ្ើម្បើកកលំអរ ការរគប់រគងធនធានជលផលម្ៅម្េត្តស្ទឹង
ករត្ង និងរកម្ េះ។ ម្យើង ង់យល់ពើលកខណៈ ម្ស្ដ្ឋកិ ច ស្ងគម្ និងជើវភាពរស់្ម្ៅរបស់្របជាជនម្ៅភូម្ិកនុងត្ំបន់
ម្ោលម្ៅននគម្រោង នងិការយល់ម្ ើញរបស់្ពួកម្គអំពើស្ថា នភាព និងននិ្នន ការ ននការម្នស្ថទរត្ើ និងការ
រគប់រគង ស្ហគម្ន៍ម្នស្ថទ។ ការរកម្ ើញននការស្ទង់ម្ត្ិម្នេះនងឹផតល់នូវមូ្លដ្ឋឋ នម្យួម្ដ្ើម្បើផតល់ពត៌្ោនដ្ល់ 
ស្កម្មភាពគម្រោងតាម្ដ្ឋនវឌ្ឍនៈភាពគម្រោង និងវាយត្ំនល ផលប េះពាល់របស់្គម្រោង។ 
 
ម្ដ្ើម្បើបម្ងកើនការយល់ដ្ឹងម្នេះម្យើងរត្ូវការជនំួយរបស់្អនកម្ដ្ើម្បើបំម្ពញករម្ងបញ្ជ ើស្ណួំរម្នេះ។ រគសួ្ថរទងំអស់្
កដ្លរត្ូវបានម្រជើស្ម្រ ើស្ស្រោប់ការស្ទង់ម្ត្ិម្នេះ រត្ូវបាន ម្រជើស្ម្រ ើស្ម្ដ្ឋយន ដ្នយម្ហើយ ម្ម្លើយទងំអស់្នឹង
រកាជាការស្ោា ត់្។ អនកអា ដ្កម្ ញម្ៅ ណុំ ណាម្យួកនុងអំឡុងម្ពលស្ំភាស្ន៍។ របស្និម្បើអនកម្រជើស្ 
ម្ដ្ើម្បើដ្ក ទិននន័យរបស់្អនកនងឹម្ិនរត្ូវបានម្របើ។ ជំនួយរបស់្អនករត្ូវ បានម្កាត្ស្រម្ស្ើរយ ងខ្ល ងំ។ 
 

 

Do you have any questions about the survey? Do we have your agreement to proceed? 

ម្ត្ើអនកោនស្ណួំរអវើម្ផេងម្ទៀត្ម្ទ អំពើការស្ទង់ម្ត្ិម្នេះ? ម្ត្ើអនកអនុញ្ញា ត្តិដ្ំម្ណើ រការបានម្ទ 
 

Participant understands role and has given verbal consent (please check) 

អនក ូលរមួ្យល់ពើត្ួន្នទើ និងបានផតល់ការរពម្ម្រពៀងម្ដ្ឋយផ្ទទ ល់ (សូ្ម្ពិនិត្យម្ម្ើល) 
 

During the interview, convert all currency units into US dollars (USD 1 = KHR 4000) 

កនុងកំឡុងម្ពលស្ំភាស្ន៍ បតូរឯកតារូបិយប័ណណទងំអស់្ជាដុ្ល្លល រអាម្ម្រកិ (USD 1 =  4000 ម្រៀល) 
Part ផ្នែកទ ីI 
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Questionnaire for Household Survey 
 

ករម្ងស្ណួំរស្រោប់ការស្ទង់ម្ត្តិាម្រគសួ្ថរ 
 

1. Identification ការកណំត់្អត្តស្ញ្ញា ណ 

 

1.1 Date of Interview 

នងាម្ធវើស្ោា ស្ន៍ 
 

 

1.2  Household Identification Number 

in the village chief books ម្លេអត្ត
ស្ញ្ញា ណរគួស្ថរម្ៅកនុងម្ស្ៀវម្ៅម្ម្
ភូម្ ិ

 

1.3 Village Name ម្ ម្ េះភូម្ ិ  

1.4 Commune Name ម្ ម្ េះ ុ ំ  

1.5 District Name ម្ ម្ េះរស្ុក  

1.6 Province ម្េត្ត  

1.7 Name and Telephone number of 

Interviewee ម្លេទូរស័្ពធ និងម្ ម្ េះ 
របស់្ អនកផតល់ស្ោា ស្ន៍ 

 

 

1.8 Questionnaire number on this date 

ម្លេម្រៀងននករម្ងសំ្នួរកនុងកាលបរមិ្ េទ
ម្នេះ 

 

 

 

2. History របវត្តិ 
 

2.1 How long has your family been living in this village? ម្ត្ើរគួស្ថររបស់្អនកបានរស់្ម្ៅកនុងភូម្ិ
ម្នេះអស់្រយៈម្ពលប ុន្នម នម្ហើយ? 
Years ឆ្ន _ំ_______ 

 

 

3. Household composition ស្ោស្ភាពរគសួ្ថរ 
 

3.1  

 

How many people are part of your household? (those 

living in and those living outside but who send money 

to or receive money from home) 
ម្ត្ើស្ោជកិកនុងរគួស្ថរបស់្អនកោនប ុន្នម ន្នក់?(គិត្ទងំអនក
កដ្លរស់្ម្ៅកនុង និងម្រៅរគួស្ថរ រមួ្ទងំអនកកដ្លម្ផញើរបាក់ 
ទទួលរបាក់ពើផទេះ) 

Number of people  ំននួម្នុស្េ..................... 
 

 

3.2 How many male among the household people? ម្ត្ើោន
របុស្ប ុន្នម នន្នក់ម្ៅកនុងរគសួ្ថរ? 

Number of male  ំននួម្នុស្េរបុស្ _____    
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3.3 Gender of the household head ម្ត្ើនណាជាម្ម្រគួស្ថរ? 1. Male បុរស្ (   ) 2. Female ស្រស្តើ (   )  
 

3.4  Ethnicity ជនជាត្ិភាគត្ិ  Phnong ពនង___ Kouy កួយ____ Steing 

ម្ស្ទៀង___ 

Mil ម្ិល__ Kroal ម្រកាល___ Thmorn ងមូន____ 

Khaonh េូញ__Tompuonn ទំពួន____ 

Charay ចារាយ___Kroeung រគឹង_____ Kavet 

កាម្វត្_____Saouch ស្អូ _____ Lun លុន_____ 

Kachak កញ្ខ ក់_____ Praov ម្រៅ____ 

Khmer កេមរ_____ Cham ចាម្____ 

Vietnamese ម្វៀត្ណាម្_____  Lao ឡាវ____ 

Other ម្ផេងៗ______________ 

3.5 Language spoken and understood ភាស្ថនិយយនិងយល់ Mil ម្ិល__ Kroal ម្រកាល___ Thmorn ងមូន____ 

Khaonh េូញ__Tompuonn ទំពួន____ 

Charay ចារាយ___Kroeung រគឹង_____ Kavet 

កាម្វត្_____Saouch ស្អូ _____ Lun លុន_____ 

Kachak កញ្ខ ក់_____ Praov ម្រៅ____ 

Khmer កេមរ_____ Cham ចាម្____ 

Vietnamese ម្វៀត្ណាម្_____  Lao ឡាវ____ 

Other ម្ផេងៗ______________ 
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4. Livelihood របរ ញិ្ច ឹម្ជើវតិ្ 

4.1 What is the percentage of household income that comes from each activity in a year?  ម្ត្ើភាគរយ នន
 ំណូល របចារំគួស្ថរ កដ្លបានម្កពើស្កម្មភាពនើម្ួយៗន្នម្ពលប ចុបបននម្នេះប ុន្នម ន? 
Crop ដ្ំណា:ំ _________% 

Livestock ស្ត្វ ិញ្ច ឹម្: _______% 

Orchard  ំការ: _______% 

Fishing ការម្នស្ថទ: __________% 

Aquaculture វារ ើវបបកម្ម: _________% 

Gathering ការរបមូ្លផលវារ ើជាត្:ិ ________%  
 

Fishing related jobs (processing, trading, boat/gear building) ការងារពាក់ព័នធនងឹម្នស្ថទ (ការកកន ន, ការ
លក់ដូ្រ, ទូក / ម្ធវើឧបករណ៍ម្នស្ថទ): ____________% 
Non-Fish-Farm Jobs (Specify) ការងារម្រៅពើកស្ិដ្ឋឋ ន ញិ្ច ឹម្រត្ើ (បញ្ញជ ក់): __________________% 

Non-Fish-Farm Jobs (Specify) ការងារម្រៅពើកស្ិដ្ឋឋ ន ញិ្ច ឹម្រត្ើ (បញ្ញជ ក់): __________________% 

Non-Fish-Farm Jobs (Specify) ការងារម្រៅពើកស្ិដ្ឋឋ ន ញិ្ច ឹម្រត្ើ (បញ្ញជ ក់): __________________% 

Non-Fish-Farm Jobs (Specify) ការងារម្រៅពើកស្ិដ្ឋឋ ន ញិ្ច ឹម្រត្ើ (បញ្ញជ ក់) __________________% 

Remittance (Specify) ការម្ផទើររបាក់ (បញ្ញជ ក់)________________% 

Other (Specify) ម្ផេងៗ (បញ្ញជ ក់): _________________________% 

  

 

5. House and land assets រទពយស្ម្បត្តផិទេះ នងិដ្ើ  
 

5.1 What is the construction material of the house? របម្ភទននផទេះ?   ________ 

 (1 = thatch house ផទេះស្បូវ, 2 = wooden house roofed with tin sheets ផទេះដ្ំបូលរបក់ម្កបឿង, 3 = Wooden 

house roofed with tiles and fibrous cementផទេះដ្ំបូលរបក់ម្កបឿងនិងសុ្ើម្ ងត៍្, 4 = concrete/brick house ផទេះ
ម្បតុ្ង / ឥដ្ឋ, 5 = others (specify): ម្ផេងៗ (បញ្ញជ ក់)................................... 
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Part ផ្នែកទ ីII 
 

FISHING, AQUACULTURE AND NUTRITION QUESTIONNAIRE 

ការម្នស្ថទ, វារ ើវបបកម្ម នងិស្ណួំរអាហារ រូបត្ាម្ា 
1. FISHING ការម្នស្ថទ 

 

9.1 How many years have you been fishing? ម្ត្ើអនកបានម្ធវើការម្នស្ថទប ុន្នម នឆ្ន មំ្កម្ហើយ?_____ years ឆ្ន  ំ 
 

9.2 How many members of your household are engaged in fishing FULL TIME?  
ម្ត្ើស្ោជកិកនុងរគួស្ថរប ុន្នម នន្នក់កដ្លបានម្ធវើការម្នស្ថទជារបចា?ំ________ 

9.3 How many members of your household are engaged in fishing PART TIME? 

ម្ត្ើស្ោជកិកនុងរគួស្ថរប ុន្នម នន្នក់កដ្លបានម្ធវើការម្នស្ថទម្តងោក ល?________ 

Do you own any fishing equipment with a 

value  > US$1000 ម្ត្ើអនកោនឧបករណ៍ម្នស្ថទ 
ផ្ទទ ល់េលួន ត្នម្លធជំាង 1000 ដុ្ល្លល  

Number  ំនួន Resale Value ត្នម្លលក់បនត 

9.4   

9.5   

9.6   

9.7 What other products do you catch/collect besides fish? ម្ត្ើអនករបមូ្លផលអវើេលេះម្រៅពើរត្ើ? 
 Snailsេយង __Turtles អម្ណតើ ក___ Crabs កាត ម្___  Snakes ពស់្___Other ម្ផេងៗ (specify) បញ្ញជ ក់___ 

9.8 

 

 

During the last five year has your fish catch: ម្ត្ើការចាប់រត្ើរបស់្អនកកនុងរយៈម្ពល ៥ឆ្ន  ុំងម្រកាយ៖ 

Increased in quantity by ោន ំនួនម្កើនម្ឡើងគិត្ជា____________% 

Remained the same ោន ំននួដូ្ ពើមុ្ន ___________ 

Decreased in quantity by ោន ំននួងយ ុេះគតិ្ជា___________% 

 

9.9 What is the reason? ម្ត្ើោនម្ហតុ្ផលអវើេលេះ? 
 
 
 

9.10 If fish catch has decreased, how did you cope with the decline in your catch? (Note: answer choices 

focus on the livelihood decision to cope with change). របស្ិនម្បើការម្នស្ថទរត្ើងយ ុេះម្ត្ើអនកបានោន
វធិានការទប់ទល់នងឹការធាល ក់ ុេះននការចាប់រត្ើរបស់្អនកកដ្រ ម្ទ? ( ំណា:ំ ជម្រម្ើស្  ម្ម្លើយ ម្ផ្ទត ត្ម្លើការ
ស្ម្រម្  តិ្តននការ ញិ្ច ឹម្ជើវតិ្ម្ដ្ើម្បើទប់ទល់នងឹការផ្ទល ស់្បតូរ) ។ 

1. Increase farming activities បម្ងកើនស្កម្មភាពកស្កិម្ម 
2. Started to farming on rented farm ចាប់ម្ផដើម្ម្ធវើកស្កិម្មម្លើកស្ដិ្ឋឋ នជលួ 

3. Started upland cultivation ចាប់ម្ផតើម្ដ្ឋដុំ្េះម្លើដ្ើទលួ 

4. Bought farmland ទិញដ្ើករស្ ំការ 
5. Economic migration of some members (in country or abroad) ការម្ធវើ ណំាករស្ុក ម្ដ្ឋយស្ថ

ម្ស្ដ្ឋកិ ច ននស្ោជិកម្យួ ំននួ (ម្ៅកនុងរបម្ទស្  ម្រៅរបម្ទស្) 
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6. Borrowed money បានេចើលុយ 

7. Reduced food consumption កាត់្បនាយការម្របើរបាស់្អាហារ 
8. Other (Please specify) ម្ផេងម្ទៀត្ (សូ្ម្បញ្ញជ ក់ម្អាយ ាស់្)________________ 

9.11 What percentage of your household INCOME do you think comes from fish and fishing?  

ម្ត្ើអនកគតិ្ថា ណូំលននរគួស្ថររបស់្អនកប ុន្នម នភាគរយពើរត្ើ និងការម្នស្ថទ?____________%  

9.12 What percentage of the meat (protein) eaten in your household do you think comes from fish?  
ម្ត្ើប ុន្នម នភាគរយ ននស្ថ ់ (របូម្ត្អុើន) កដ្លហូបម្ៅកនុងរគួស្ថររបស់្អនក, អនកគិត្ថាបានម្កពើរត្ើ?____________% 

 
 

 

Fishing Income 

 ំណូលពើការម្នស្ថទ 
Dry season  

(Feb-Apr) 

រដូ្វម្ៅត កេ
(កុម្ាៈ-ម្ម្ស្ថ) 

Flooding  

(May-July) 

រដូ្វទឹកជំនន់ កេ 
(ឧស្ភា-កកកដ្ឋ) 

Flood/rainy season 

(Aug.-Oct.) 

រដូ្វវស្ានិងទកឹជន់កេ    
(ស្ើហា-តុ្ល្ល) 

Flood recession (Nov.-

January) 

រដូ្វទឹកជំនន់រស្ក កេ        
(វ ិេិកា-ម្ករា) 

9.13 Average monthly 

income from fishing  

 ំណូលរបចាកំេជាម្ធយម្
ពើការម្នស្ថទ 

    

 

9.14 Average monthly 

income from fish 

trading (retail, 

wholesale)  ំណូល
របចាកំេ ជាម្ធយម្ពើការ
លក់ដូ្ររត្ើ (លក់រាយ, 
លក់ដុ្)ំ 

    

9.15 Average monthly 

income from fish 

processing របាក់ ណូំល 
របចាកំេពើការកកន នរត្ើ 

    

 

Do not include the catch of waged labor in fisheries for other people.  

កំុរាបប់ញ្ចូ លការចាបយ់កពលកម្មកដ្លបានម្រៀប ំម្ឡើងកនុងវសិ្យ័ជលផលសំ្រាបអ់នកដ្នទ។ 

 

9.16 In your opinion, what are the main threats to the fisheries?  

តាម្គំនតិ្របស់្អនក, ម្ត្ើអវើជាការគំរាម្កំកហង ម្បងដ្ល់វស័ិ្យជលផល? 
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Most important fishing gears ឧបករណ៍ម្នស្ថទកដ្លស្ខំ្ន់ជាងម្គ 

 

9.17 What is the most important of your fishing gear (Number 1)?  

ម្ត្ើឧបករណ៍ម្នស្ថទណាម្ួយកដ្លស្ំខ្ន់ជាងម្គកដ្លចាប់រត្ើបានម្រ ើន (ទើ ១)? Name: ម្ ម្ េះ………… 
 

Examples: “Gillnet”; “Castnet”, “Traps”; “Hook longline/Single” (ឧទហរណ៏: ម្ង, ស្ំណាញ់, លប, ស្នទួ
 រនង/បនងក)ម្ផេងៗម្ទៀត្............................................... 
 

Questions 

ស្ំណួរ 

Dry season  

(Feb-Apr) 

រដូ្វម្ៅត  កេ
កុម្ាៈ-ម្ម្ស្ថ 

Flooding  

(May-July) 

រដូ្វទឹកជំនន់ កេ 
ឧស្ភា-កកកដ្ឋ 

Flood/rainy season 

(Aug.-Oct.) 

រដូ្វវស្ា 
កេ ស្ើហា-តុ្ល្ល 

Flood recession 

(Nov.-January) 

រដូ្វទឹកស្រម្ក  
វ ិេិកា-ម្ករា 

9.18 During what seasons do you 

use this gear? (yes=1, no=0) 

ម្ត្ើកនុងរដូ្វណាកដ្លអនកម្របើឧបករណ៍
ម្នេះ? (បាទ = 1 ោម ន= 0) 

    

9.19 How many days per month do 

you use this gear? ម្ត្ើអនកម្របើ 
ឧបករណ៍ម្នេះប ុន្នម ននងាកនុងម្យួកេ? 

    

9.20 What is the total weight (kg) 

of your catch per week? Include 

fishing activity of all household 

members ម្ត្ើអនកចាប់ បាន ប ុន្នម ន គ
.ក កនុងម្ួយស្បាត ហ៍? រាប់បញ្ចូ ល 
ស្កម្មភាព ម្នស្ថទ របស់្ស្ោជិក
រគួស្ថរទងំអស់្។ 

    

9.21 How many kilos of catch are 

eaten (own use) per week? ម្ត្ើប ុន្នម ន
គើឡូរកាម្ ស្រោប់ហូប (ការម្របើ
ផ្ទទ ល់) ននការ ចាប់បានកនុង១ស្បាត
ហ៍?  

    

9.22 How many kilos of catch are 

sold per week? ម្ត្ើប ុន្នម នគើឡូរកាម្ 
ស្រោប់លក់ នន ការចាប់បាន កនុង១
ស្បាត ហ៍? 

    

9.23 What is the total sale value of 

fish catch (USD) per week? ម្ត្ើការ
លក់រត្ើ ស្រុបគិត្ជា ដុ្ល្លល រ កនុង ១     
ស្បាត ហ៍? (ដុ្ល្លល រអាម្ម្រកិ) 

    

*Use only Kilograms; if Tons, convert by x 1000 kg គតិ្ជា (គ.ក), របស្និម្បើជាម្តាន រត្វូគុណ  X 
១០០០គ.ក 
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9.24 What is the most important of your fishing gear (Number 2)?  

ម្ត្ើឧបករណ៍ម្នស្ថទណាម្ួយកដ្លស្ំខ្ន់ជាងម្គកដ្លចាប់រត្ើបានម្រ ើន (ទើ ២)? Name: ម្ ម្ េះ………… 

(Examples: gillnets “mong kang”; fishing rod “santouch bobok”; cylinder trap “lop nhek sre”; handle 

scoop basket “chhnieng dai”; scissor push net “thnorng runh”) ឧបករណ៍ម្នស្ថទរត្ើតូ្ ៗ (ម្ទៀងទត់្) 
ស្ំខ្ន់ពើរ (ឧទហរណ៍ៈ ម្ងកាងំ, បបក់, លប, ន្ ង នងិងនងរុញ), ម្ផេងៗម្ទៀត្
........................................ 
 

Questions 

ស្ំណួរ 

Dry season  

(Feb-Apr) 

រដូ្វម្ៅត   
កេកុម្ាៈ-ម្ម្ស្ថ 

Flooding  

(May-July) 

រដូ្វទឹកជំនន់  
ឧស្ភា-កកកដ្ឋ 

Flood/rainy season 

(Aug.-Oct.) 

រដូ្វវស្ា 
កេ ស្ើហា-តុ្ល្ល 

Flood recession 

(Nov.-January) 

រដូ្វទឹកស្រម្ក  
វ ិេិកា-ម្ករា 

9.25 During what seasons do you 

use this gear? (yes=1, no=0) 

ម្ត្ើកនុងរដូ្វណាកដ្លអនកម្របើឧបករណ៍
ម្នេះ? (បាទ = 1 ោម នម្លេ 0) 

    

9.26 What is the total weight (kg) of 

your catch per week? Include fishing 

activity of all household members. 

ម្ត្ើអនកចាប់ បាន ប ុន្នម ន គ.ក កនុងមួ្យស្
បាត ហ៍?រាប់បញ្ចូ លស្កម្មភាព ម្នស្ថទ
របស់្ស្ោជិករគួស្ថរទងំអស់្។ 

    

9.27 How many kilos of catch are 

eaten (own use) per week? ម្ត្ើប ុន្នម ន
គើឡូរកាម្ស្រោប់ហូប (ការម្របើផ្ទទ ល់) 
កនុង១ស្បាត ហ៍ ននការចាប់បាន? 

    

9.28 How many kilos of catch are sold 

per week? ម្ត្ើប ុន្នម នគើឡូរកាម្ ស្រោប់
លក់/១ស្បាត ហ៍ននការចាប់បាន? 

    

9.29 What is the total sale value 

of fish catch per week? (USD)  

ម្ត្ើការលក់រត្ើស្រុប/១ស្បាត ហ៍ត្នម្ល
ប ុន្នម ន/១ស្បាត ហ៍(ដុ្ល្លល រអាម្ម្រកិ) 

    

     

*Use only Kilograms; if Tons, convert by x 1000 kg គតិ្ជា (គ.ក), របស្និម្បើជាម្តាន រត្វូគុណ ១០០០គ
.ក 
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9.30 What is the most important of your fishing gear (Number 3)?  

ម្ត្ើឧបករណ៍ម្នស្ថទណាម្ួយកដ្លស្ំខ្ន់ជាងម្គកដ្លចាប់រត្ើបានម្រ ើន (ទើ ៣)? Name: ម្ ម្ េះ………… 

 

Questions 

ស្ំណួរ 

Dry season  

(Feb-Apr) 

រដូ្វម្ៅត  កេកុម្ាៈ-
ម្ម្ស្ថ 

Flooding  

(May-July) 

រដូ្វទឹកជំនន់ កេ 
ឧស្ភា-កកកដ្ឋ 

Flood/rainy 

season  

Aug.-Oct. 

រដូ្វវស្ា 
កេ ស្ើហា-តុ្ល្ល 

Flood recession 

(Nov.-January) 

រដូ្វទឹកស្រម្ក  
វ ិេិកា-ម្ករា 

9.31 During what seasons do you 

use this gear? (1=yes, 0=no) 

ម្ត្ើកនុងរដូ្វណាកដ្លអនកម្របើឧបករណ៍
ម្នេះ? (បាទ = 1 ោម នម្លេ 0) 

    

9.32 What is the total weight (kg) of 

your catch per week? Include fishing 

activity of all household members. ម្ត្ើ
អនកចាប់បានប ុន្នម ន គ.ក កនុងម្ួយនងា? រាប់
បញ្ចូ លស្កម្មភាពម្នស្ថទ របស់្ស្ោជិក
រគួស្ថរទងំអស្់។ 

    

9.33 How many kilos of catch are 

eaten (own use) per week? ម្ត្ើប ុន្នម ន
គើឡូរកាម្ស្រោប់ហូប (ការម្របើផ្ទទ ល់) 
ស្រោប់១ស្បាត ហ៍ ននការចាប់បាន? 

    

9.34 How many kilos of catch are 

sold per week? ម្ត្ើប ុន្នម នគើឡូរកាម្ 
ស្រោបល់ក/់១ស្បាត ហ៍ននការចាប់បាន? 

    

9.35 What is the total sale value of 

fish catch per week? (USD) ម្ត្ើការ
លក់រត្ើស្រុបកនុងម្ួយស្បាត ហ៍ត្នម្ល
ប ុន្នម ន កនុង ១ស្បាត ហ៍? (ដុ្ល្លល ) 

    

 

*Use only Kilograms; if Tons, convert by x 1000 kg គិត្ជា (គ.ក), របសិ្នម្បើជាម្តាន រត្ូវគុណ ១០០០គ.ក 
9.36 By whom is fishing done? ម្ត្ើភាគម្រ ើនអនកណាម្ៅម្នស្ថទរត្ើ? by women ម្ដ្ឋយស្រស្តើ_______%; menម្ដ្ឋយ
បុរស្_______%; ម្ដ្ឋយកូនម្កមង by children _______% (sum should be ផលបូករត្ូវបាន 100%)..............................% 
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10. PROCESSING ការកកន ន 
10.1 Do you processes fish? ម្ត្ើអនកោនកកន នរត្ើ YES ម្ធវើ_________NO អត់្________ 

10.2 If yes, by whom is processing done? (sum should be 100%)   
របសិ្នម្បើោន, ម្ត្ើការកកន នរត្ើរត្ូវបានម្ធវើម្ដ្ឋយនរណា? (ផលបូករត្ូវគិត្ជា 100%) 

Men បុរស្ Percentage: ជាភាគរយ_______% 

Women ស្រស្តើ Percentage: ជាភាគរយ_______% 

Children ម្កមង Percentage: ជាភាគរយ_______% 

Total ស្រុប Percentage: ជាភាគរយ_______% 
 

Questions 

Dry season  

(Feb-Apr) 

រដូ្វម្ៅត  កេកុម្ាៈ-
ម្ម្ស្ថ 

Flooding  

(May-July) 

រដូ្វទឹកជំនន់ កេ 
ឧស្ភា-កកកដ្ឋ 

Flood/rainy season 

(Aug.-Oct.) 

រដូ្វវស្ា 
កេ ស្ើហា-តុ្ល្ល 

Flood recession 

(Nov.-January) 

រដូ្វទឹកស្រម្ក  
វ ិេិកា-ម្ករា 

10.3 During what seasons do 

you process fish? (1=yes, 0= no)

ម្ត្ើកនុងរដូ្វណាកដ្លអនកម្ធវើការកកន ន រត្ើ
ម្នេះ? (បាទ = 1 ោម នម្លេ 0) 

    

10.4 How many kg do you 

process per week? Include 

activity of all household 

members. ម្ត្ើប ុន្នម ន គ.ក កដ្លអនកម្ធវើ 
ការ កកន នកនុង ១ស្បាត ហ៍? រមួ្បញ្ចូ ល
ស្កម្មភាព ស្ោជិករគួស្ថរទងំអស់្ 

    

10.5 How many kilos of 

processed fish do you eat per 

week (own use)? ម្ត្ើរត្ើកកន នប ុន្នម ន
គើឡូរកាម្ ស្រោប់ហូប (ការម្របើ
ផ្ទទ ល)់ កនុង១ស្បាត ហ៍? 

    

10.6 How many kilos of 

processed fish do you sell per 

week? ម្ត្ើរត្ើកកន នប ុន្នម នគើឡូរកាម្ 
ស្រោប់ លក់កនុង ១ស្បាត ហ៍? 

    

10.7 What is the total sale value 

of fish processed and sold per 

week? (USD) 

ម្ត្ើការលក់រត្ើបានកកន នស្រុបកនុងម្ួយ
ស្បាត ហ៍ ប ុន្នម ន កនុង ១ស្បាត ហ៍? 
(ដុ្ល្លល រអាម្ម្រកិ) 

    

*Use only Kilograms; if Tons, convert by x 1000 kg គិត្ជា (គ.ក), របស្ិនម្បើជាម្តាន រត្ូវគុណ ១០០០
គ.ក 
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10.8 In your opinion, what are the main problems in processing? កនុងគនំិត្របស់្អនក, ម្ត្ើអវើម្ៅជាបញ្ញា  
 ម្បងកនុងការកកន នរត្ើ? 
 

 

 
 

10.9 In your opinion, how can processing be improved? ម្ត្ើម្ៅកនុងគនំិត្របស់្អនក, ម្ត្ើម្ធវើកបបណាម្ដ្ើម្បើម្ធវើ   
ឲ្យរបម្ស្ើរ ម្ឡើងកនុងការកកន នរត្ើ? 

 

 

 
 

 

 

11. AQUACULTURE វារ ើវបបកម្ម  
 

11.1  Do you practice aquaculture ម្ត្ើអនកម្ធវើវារ ើវបបកម្មម្ទ? YES ម្ធវើ_________NO អត់្________ 

 

11.2 If yes, by whom is processing done? (sum should be 100%) 

របស្ិនម្បើោន, ម្ត្ើការកកន នរត្ើអនកណាជាម្ធវើ? (ផលបូករត្ូវគិត្ជា 100%) 
 

Men បុរស្ Percentage: ជាភាគរយ_______% 

Women ស្រស្តើ Percentage: ជាភាគរយ_______% 

Children ម្កមង Percentage: ជាភាគរយ_______% 

Total ស្រុប Percentage: ជាភាគរយ_______% 
 

 

11.3 What species are you raising ម្ត្ើរបម្ភទអវើេលេះអនក ិញ្ច ឹម្?  

 

 

 

11.4 What is the percentage of your fingerlings coming from the wild? ម្ត្ើកូនរត្ើរបស់្អនកយកម្កពើធម្មជាត្ិ
ោនប ុន្នម នភាគរយ?___________% 

11.5 What is the percentage of your fingerlings coming from a hatchery? ម្ត្ើកូនរត្ើរបស់្អនកយកម្កពើការ
ភាញ ស់្ោនប ុន្នម នភាគរយ?___________% 

11.6 Do you feed your aquaculture fish with fish from the wild? ម្ត្ើអនក ញិ្ច ឹម្រត្ើម្ដ្ឋយឲ្យ ំណើ  កដ្លរកបាន
ពើធម្មជាត្ិកដ្លឫម្ទ? 
Yes _____ No_____ 

11.7 If yes, what is the percentage of wild fish in the protein they eat? របស្និម្បើោន, ម្ត្ើរត្ើពើធម្មជាម្ន្នេះ
ប ុន្នម នភាគរយ ឲ្យវាសុ្ើ?_________________% 
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Questions 

ស្ំណួរ 

Dry season  

(Feb-Apr) 

រដូ្វម្ៅត  កេកុម្ ្
ភៈ-ម្ម្ស្ថ 

Flooding  

(May-July) 

រដូ្វទឹកជំនន់ កេ 
ឧស្ភា-កកកដ្ឋ 

Flood/rainy season 

(Aug.-Oct.) 

រដូ្វវស្ា 
កេ ស្ើហា-តុ្ល្ល 

Flood recession 

(Nov.-January) 

រដូ្វទឹកស្រម្ក  
វ ិេិកា-ម្ករា 

11.8 For each of the past seasons, 

how many kilos of aquaculture 

fish did your produce? ស្រោប់រដូ្
វកាលនើម្យួៗកនលងម្ក ម្ត្ើការ
 ិញ្ច ឹម្ រត្ើ បានប ុន្នម នគើឡូរកាម្? 

    

11.9 How many kilos of the 

production are consumed by the 

household? ម្ត្ើ ំននួប ុន្នម ន Kg នន
ផលិត្កម្ម រត្ូវបានម្របើរបាស់្ម្ដ្ឋយ
រគួស្ថរ? 

    

11.10 How many kilos of the 

production are sold? ម្ត្ើ ំននួ Kg  
ននការផលតិ្កម្មរត្ូវបានលក់? 

    

11.11 What is the total sale value 

of aquaculture fish production 

for this system per season? 

(USD) ម្ត្ើអនកលក់រត្ើ ិញ្ច ឹម្បាន
ប ុន្នម ន កនុងម្ួយរដូ្វ? (ដុ្ល្លល ) 

    

 

11.12 In your opinion, what are the main problems in aquaculture? ម្ត្ើម្ៅកនុងគនំិត្របស់្អនក, ម្ត្ើអវើម្ៅជា
បញ្ញា  ម្បងកនុង ការម្ធវើវារ ើវបបកម្ម? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

11.13 In your opinion, how can aquaculture be improved? ម្ត្ើម្ៅកនុងគនំិត្របស់្អនក, ម្ត្ើម្ធវើកបបណាម្ដ្ើម្បើម្ធវើ   
ឲ្យរបម្ស្ើរ ម្ឡើងកនុងការការម្ធវើវារ ើវបបកម្ម? 
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11. FOOD AND NUTRITION អាហារនិងអាហារូបត្ាម្ា 
 

Focus on the whole year ម្ផ្ទត ត្ម្លើរយៈម្ពល ម្ពញម្ួយឆ្ន  ំ
 

Is there a season during which there is not enough food to meet the family needs? ម្ត្ើោនរដូ្វកាលកដ្ល
ម្ិនោនអាហាររគប់រោន់ម្ដ្ើម្បើបំម្ពញតាម្ត្រម្ូវការរបស់្រគសួ្ថរម្ទ? 

 

Focus on the whole year ម្ផ្ទត ត្
ម្លើរយៈម្ពល ម្ពញម្យួឆ្ន  ំ

Dry season  

(Feb-Apr) 

រដូ្វម្ៅត  កេ   
កុម្ាៈ-ម្ម្ស្ថ 

Flooding  

(May-July) 

រដូ្វទឹកជំនន់ កេ 
ឧស្ភា-កកកដ្ឋ 

Flood/rainy season 

(Aug.-Oct.) 

រដូ្វវស្ា 
កេ ស្ើហា-តុ្ល្ល 

Flood recession 

(Nov.-January) 

រដូ្វទឹកស្រម្ក  
វ ិេិកា-ម្ករា 

12.1 Not enough rice អងករម្និ
រគប់រោន់ 

    

12.2 Not enough vegetable បកនល
ម្ិនរគប់រោន់ 

    

12.3 Not enough fish រត្ើម្ិនរគប់
រោន់ 

    

12.4 Not enough meat ស្ថ ់ម្ិន
រគប់រោន់ 

    

 

Focus on the past month (4 weeks) ម្ផ្ទត ត្ម្លើកេកនលងម្ៅ (4 ស្បាត ហ៍) 
 

 

 

Neve

r 

ម្ិន
កដ្ល 

Sometimes 

(1-10 times) 

ម្ពលេលេះ (1-

10 ដ្ង) 

Often 

(>10 

times) 

ជាញឹក
ញាប់ (> 

10 ដ្ង) 

Daily 

របចាំ
នងា 
 

12.5 In the past four weeks = 30 days, did you worry 

that your household would not have enough food or 

have to cut on portions / quality? កនុងរយៈម្ពលបួនស្ប ្
តាហ៍ = 30 នងាម្ត្ើ អនករពយួបារម្ាថារគួស្ថររបស់្អនកម្ិន
ោនអាហាររគប់រោន់ រត្ូវកាត់្បនាយ 1កផនក/ គុណ
ភាព? 

    

12.6 In the past four weeks, did you or any household 

member increase fishing, especially to get more food 

for the household? កនុងរយៈម្ពលបួនស្បាត ហ៍ ុងម្រកាយ
ម្នេះម្ត្ើអនក  ស្ោជិក រគួស្ថរណាោន ក់បម្ងកើនការម្នស្ថទ
ជាពិម្ស្ស្ម្ដ្ើម្បើទទួលបានអាហារម្រ ើនជាងស្រោប់
រគួស្ថរ? 
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12.7 In the past four weeks, did you or any household 

member increase gathering of snails, crabs, shell-fish, 

morning glory, water lilies, or wild lotus, especially to 

get more food for the household? កនុងរយៈម្ពលបួនស្
បាត ហ៍កនលង ម្កម្នេះម្ត្ើអនក ស្ោជិករគសួ្ថរណាោន ក់
បម្ងកើនការរបមូ្លបាន េយង, កាត ម្, េយង, រគំ ម្លៀស្, 
រត្កួន, រពលិត្, រកអាវឈូក ជាពិម្ស្ស្ម្ដ្ើម្បើទទលួបាន
អាហារម្រ ើនជាងស្រោប់រគសួ្ថរ? 

    

 

Focus on the past 7 days. ម្ផ្ទត ត្ម្លើ 7 នងាកនលងម្ៅ  
 

Ask respondents to recall if they ate the following food items over the past 7 days. Items could be 

smoked, dried, salted, fermented or have undergone any other preservation technique. Amounts 

reported are for the whole household.  
 

ស្ួរអនកម្្លើយស្ណួំរឱ្យរលំកឹម្ឡើងវញិរបស្និម្បើអនកញុាអំាហារដូ្ ខ្ងម្រកាម្កនុងរយៈម្ពល 7 នងា ុងម្រកាយ។ 
ម្ស្ កតើរាយការដូ្ ជា បានជក់បារ ើ, ដ្ំណាប់, រត្ើរបល្លក់, ទឹកកផលម្ឈើរតា ំ ោនបម្ ចកម្ទស្របចារំគួស្ថរម្ផេងៗ
ម្ទៀត្ ណាម្ួយស្រោប់រគួស្ថរទងំមូ្ល។ ម្ផេងៗម្ទៀត្........................................... 
 

 

Food item ស្ថរជាត្ិម្ាូបអាហារ 
12.8 Number of days eaten over 

last 7 days  ំនួននងាកដ្ល ទទួលទន
កនុងរយៈម្ពល 7 នងា ុងម្រកាយ 

12.9 Quantity in (Kg)  

(Last 7 days in total) បរោិណ
ជា (Kg) (ស្រុប 7 នងា ុងម្រកាយ) 

Fish រត្ើ   

Aquatic animals e.g. Snails, 

Shellfish, Crabs and Snakes េយង
, រគំ, កាត ម្ និងពស់្ 

  

Need a conversion table from units to kg) e.g. 3 snakes = 500 g រត្ូវការតារាងបកម្លងពើឯកតាត ម្ៅជាគើឡូរកាម្  (ឧ.  ពស់្ 3 = 
500 រកាម្ 
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Part ផ្នែកទី III 

Community Fishery Survey ការស្ទង់ម្ត្សិ្ហគម្ន៍ម្នស្ថទ 
 

Details about the Community Fishery (CFi) ព័ត៌្ោនលអំតិ្អពំើស្ហគម្ន៍ម្នស្ថទ 

13. Are you a member of the CFi? ម្ត្ើអនកជាស្ោជិក ស្.ន ? Yes បាទ____ No ម្ទ_____ 

 

14 Description of CF ពិពណ៍ន្នអំពើ 
ស្.ន 

 

14.1 What is the name of the CF? ម្ត្ើ 
ស្.ន ោនម្ ម្ េះអវើ? 

 

14.2 Where is it located? ម្ត្ើោនទើតាងំ
ស្ាិត្ម្ៅកកនលងណា? 

Village ភូម្ិ_________Commune  ុ_ំ________ 

District រស្ុក___________ Province ម្េត្ត__________ 

14.3 Total area of CFi (ha) : ោននផទដ្ើ 
ស្រុបប ុន្នម ន (ហ.ត្) 

__________ ហ.ត្             Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង______ 

 

14.4 TOTAL number of CFi members 

 ំនួនស្ោជិក ស្.ន ស្រុប 
 

__________        ន្នក់                     Unknown អត់្
ដ្ឹង____ 

14.5 Number of FEMALE CFi 

members  ំនួនស្ោជិក ស្.ន ជា
ស្រស្តើ 

 

__________         ន្នក់                     Unknown អត់្
ដ្ឹង____ 

 

15 Management/operation of CFi ការរគប់រគង/ដ្មំ្ណើ រ
កានន ស្.ន 

 

15.1 Has the government (such as fisheries cantonment) 

provided technical assistance to the establishment of 

community fishery? ម្ត្ើោនស្ថា ប័នជនំ្នញ (ដូ្ ជា   
េ័ណឌ រដ្ឋបាលជលផល) បានផតល់ជំនយួបម្ ចកម្ទស្កនុង
ការបម្ងកើត្ ស្.នកដ្រឫម្ទ? 

Yes ោន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.2 Has some organization (such as an NGO) supported  

the community fishery? ម្ត្ើោនស្ថា ប័នម្ផេងម្ទៀត្ 
(ដូ្ ជា អងគការម្រៅរដ្ឋឋ ភិបាល) បានោរំទ Should be 
delete?ស្.នកដ្រឫម្ទ? 

Yes ោន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.3 If yes, name of organization របស្ិនម្បើោន ម្ ម្ េះ នន
ស្ថា ប័ន 

 

 

 

15.4 Are there CFi by-laws and internal regulations ស្.ន 
ោន លកខេ័នតកិៈ នងិបទបញ្ញជ នផទកនុង 

Yes ោន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 
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15.6 Have boundaries and mapping of the community 

fishing areas been completed?  ម្ត្ើការគូរកផនទើ និង
កផនទើ    ស្.ន បានបញ្ច ប់ម្ហើយឫម្ៅ? 

Yes ោន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.7 Is there a Community Fishery Area Agreement? ម្ត្ើ
ោនកិ ចរពម្ម្រពៀងកកនលងម្នស្ថទស្ហគម្ន៍? 

Yes ោន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.8 Has there been registration and recognition of the 

community fisheries by FiA and MAFF? ម្ត្ើោនការ
 ុេះបញ្ជ ើ និងទទួលស្ថគ ល់ ស្.ន ម្ដ្ឋយ រដ្ឋបាលជលផល 
និងរកស្ងួកស្ិកម្មកដ្រឫម្ទ? 

Yes ោន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.9 What year was the CFi registered? ម្ត្ើ ស្.ន បាន ុេះ
បញ្ជ ើ ម្ៅឆ្ន ណំា? 

 

 

Unknow អត់្ដ្ងឹ ____ 

15.10 Is there a Community Fishery Area Management 

Plan? ោនកផនការរគប់រគង ស្.ន កដ្រឫម្ទ? 

Yes ោន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.11 Are there rules and internal regulations for fisheries 

management in CFi? ោន ាប់ និង បទបញ្ញជ  នផទកនុង 
ស្រោប់រគប់រគង ជលផលកនុង ស្.ន កដ្រឫម្ទ? 

Yes ោន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.12 Are there rules and regulations against illegal 

fishing? ម្ត្ើោន ាប់នងិបទបញ្ញជ របឆ្ងំនឹងម្នស្ថទ
េុស្ ាប់កដ្រ ម្ទ? 

Yes ោន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.13 Does the CFi have an activity plan for the next six 

months? ម្ត្ើ ស្.ន ោនកផនការស្កម្មភាពស្រោប់ ៦កេ
ខ្ង មុ្េម្ទ? 

Yes ោន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.14 Does your CFi the conservation area? ម្ត្ើ ស្.ន របស់្
អនកោនកកនលងអភិរកេ? 

Yes ោន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

16.15 What is the size of the conservation area? ម្ត្ើកកនលង
អភិរកេោនទំហ ំប ុន្នម ន? 

   ____     ha. Unknow អត់្ដ្ឹង______ 

15.16 Is the conservation area useful for the conservation 

of the fishery? ម្ត្ើកកនលងអភិរកេោនរបម្យជន៍ស្រោប់
ការអភិរកេជលផលកដ្រ ម្ទ? 

Yes ោន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.17 Are there conflict over fisheries, fishing area and 

other resources in the area? ម្ត្ើោនជំម្ល្លេះម្លើការ
ម្នស្ថទ ហួស្ កំរតិ្, កកនលងម្នស្ថទ និងធនធានម្ផេង
ម្ទៀត្ម្ៅកនុងត្ំបន់ម្នេះកដ្រ ម្ទ? 

Yes ោន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.18 What types of conflict? ម្ត្ើោនជំម្ល្លេះអវើេលេះ? 
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15.19 Does the CFI has a mechanism to resolve conflicts? 

ម្ត្ើ ស្.ន ោនយនតកាម្ដ្ើម្បើម្ដ្ឋេះរស្ថយទំន្នស់្ម្ន្នេះម្ទ? 
Yes ោន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.20 Does the CFi help to resolve conflict in the 

fisheries? ម្ត្ើ ស្.ន ជួយម្ដ្ឋេះរស្ថយទំន្នស់្កនុងវស័ិ្យ
ជលផលម្ទ? 

Yes ោន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.21 How does the CFi normally resolve conflicts? ម្ត្ើ 
CFi ជាធម្មតាម្ដ្ឋេះរស្ថយជម្ោល េះម្ដ្ឋយរម្បៀបណា? 

 

 

 

 

15.22 Is illegal fishing a problem? ម្ត្ើការម្នស្ថទេុស្ ាប់
គឺជាបញ្ញា ម្ទ? 

Yes ោន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.23 What type of illegal fishing occurs? ម្ត្ើការម្នស្ថទ
េុស្ ាប់អវើេលេះ ម្កើត្ោនកនលងម្ក? 

 

 

 

 

 

15.24 What percent (%) of total annual fish harvest comes 

from illegal fishing? តាម្ការបា ន់ស្ថម នផលរត្ើស្រុប
របចាឆំ្ន បំាន ម្កពើការម្នស្ថទេុស្ ាប់ ោនប ុន្នម នភាគ
រយ? 

___________% 

15.25 Is the government taking effective action to reduce 

illegal fishing? ម្ត្ើរដ្ឋឋ ភិបាលចាត់្វធិានការកដ្លោន
របស្ិទធិភាព កនុងការ កាត់្បនាយការម្នស្ថទេុស្ ាប់?  

None អត់្ (0%) Someេលេះ (50%) A great deal

របស្ិទធភាព (100%) _______% 

15.26 Does the Community Fisheries Committee work to 

reduce illegal fishing? ម្ត្ើ គ.ស្.ន ម្ធវើការម្ដ្ើម្បើ កាត់្
បនាយការម្នស្ថទេុស្ ាប់កដ្រឫម្ទ? 

None អត់្ (0%) Someេលេះ (50%) A great deal

របស្ិទធភាព (100%) _______% 

Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង 

15.27 Does the CF do regular patrolling? ម្ត្ើ ស្.ន  ុេះ
លាត្ជាម្ទៀងទត់្? 

Yes ោន__No អត់្__ Unknown អត់្ដ្ងឹ__ 
Sometimes េលេះ___ Often ជាម្ទៀងទត់្ ___ 

15.28 Have illegal fishing activities? ម្ត្ើស្ថា នភាពបទម្លមើស្
ម្នស្ថទយ ងណាកដ្រ? 
 

Increased ម្កើនម្ឡើង____ Remained the same 

ម្ៅដ្កដ្ល____ orឫ decreasedងយ ុេះ____ 

compared to last year ម្របៀបម្ធៀបឆ្ន  ុំង
ម្រកាយ? Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.29 Is there any enforcement of the rules and internal 

regulations against illegal fishing? ម្ត្ើោនការអនុវត្ត
ណាម្ួយ នន ាប់ នងិបទបញ្ញជ នផទកនុង របឆ្ងំ នងឹការ
ម្នស្ថទេុស្ ាប់? 

None អត់្ (0%) Some េលេះ (50%) A great deal 
របស្ិទធភាព (100%) _______% Unknown 
អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.30 Can the CFi punish those who break the rules and 

regulations? ម្ត្ើ ស្.ន អា ដ្ឋក់ម្ទស្ដ្ល់អនកណាកដ្ល
បានម្ធវើេុស្ ាប់ និង បទបញ្ញជ នផទកនុង? 

No ម្ទ____ 

Yes, informallyបាទ, ម្រៅផលូវការ_____ 
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Yes, formallyបាទ, ជាផលូវការ_____ Unknown 
អត់្ដ្ឹង_____ 

15.31 What type of punishment? ម្ត្ើការដ្ឋក់ទណឌ កម្មកបប
ណា? 

 

 

 

 

Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង_____ 

15.32 Does the CF know what to do when poachers are 

caught? ម្ត្ើ ស្.ន ដ្ឹងពើអវើកដ្លរត្ូវម្ធវើម្ៅម្ពលកដ្លម្គ
ចាប់បានជនម្លមើស្? 

 

 

Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង_____ 

15.33 What was the compliance with fishery rules FIVE 

YEARS AGO?  ម្ត្ើកាលពើរបាឆំ្ន មុំ្ន ការរបត្ិបត្តិតាម្ 
 ាប់ជលផល ោនស្ភាពដូ្ ម្ម្ ត កដ្រ? 

No one obeys the fisheries rules______ 

ោម ននរណាោន ក់ម្ោរព ាប់ជលផលម្ទ______ 

Some people obey the rules_______ 

ម្នុស្េម្យួ ំននួម្ោរព ាប់ជលផល______ 

Everyone obeys fisheries rules_______ 

ម្នុស្េរគប់ោន ម្ោរព ាប់ជលផល______ 

Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង______ 
 

15.34 What was the compliance with fishery rules NOW? 

ម្ត្ើប ចុបបនន ការរបត្ិបត្តិតាម្  ាប់ជលផល ោនស្ភាព
ដូ្ ម្ម្ ត កដ្រ? 

No one obeys the fisheries rules______ 

ោម ននរណាោន ក់ម្ោរព ាប់ជលផលម្ទ______ 

Some people obey the rules_______ 

ម្នុស្េម្យួ ំននួម្ោរព ាប់ជលផល______ 

Everyone obeys fisheries rules_______ 

ម្នុស្េរគប់ោន ម្ោរព ាប់ជលផល______ 

Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង_____ 

15.35 Are there indigenous people (non-Khmer) in the 

village? ម្ត្ើោនជនជាត្ិភាគត្ិ  (ម្ិនកម្នកេមរ) ម្ៅកនុង
ភូម្ិកដ្រ ម្ទ? 

Yes ោន__No អត់្___ Unknown អត់្ដ្ងឹ___ 

15.36 If yes, are there indigenous people members of the 

CFi? របស្ិនម្បើោន / ម្ត្ើោនជនជាត្ិម្ដ្ើម្ភាគត្ិ កដ្ល
ជាស្ោជកិនន CFi កដ្រ ម្ទ? 

Yes ោន__No អត់្___ Unknown អត់្ដ្ងឹ___ 

15.37 Is your participation to the CFi operation 

satisfactory? ម្ត្ើការ ូលរមួ្របស់្អនក ំម្ពាេះរបត្ិបត្តិការ 
ស្.ន ម្ពញ តិ្ត កដ្រ ម្ទ? 

Yes ោន__No អត់្___ Unknown អត់្ដ្ងឹ___ 

15.38 Is corruption an issue in the CFI management? ម្ត្ើ
អំម្ពើពុករលួយគឺជាបញ្ញា ម្ៅកនុងការរគប់រគងរបស់្ ស្.ន 
កដ្រ ម្ទ? 

Yes ោន__No អត់្___ Unknown អត់្ដ្ងឹ___ 

15.39 Have CFi members received any training or 

awareness raising on gender concept, gender issues 

in fishery and aquaculture sector? ម្ត្ើស្ោជិក ស្.ន 
ទទួល បានការបណតុ េះបណាត ល  ការម្លើកកំពស់្ ការ

Yes ោន__No អត់្___ Unknown អត់្ដ្ងឹ___ 
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យល់ដ្ឹងអំពើគនំិត្ម្យនឌ័្រ បញ្ញា  ម្យនឌ័្រ កនុងវស័ិ្យជល
ផល នងិវារ ើវបបកម្មកដ្រ ម្ទ? 

15.40 Have you heard about FiA’s gender mainstreaming 

policy and action plan for the fisheries sector? ម្ត្ើអនក
ធាល ប់ឮ អំពើម្ោលនម្យបាយបស្រញ្ជបម្យនឌ័្រ របស្់រដ្ឋបាលជល
ផល ស្រោប់ វស័ិ្យជលផល? 

Yes ោន__No អត់្___ Unknown អត់្ដ្ងឹ___ 

15.41 

 

Do women participate actively in Community 

Fisheries activities? ម្ត្ើស្រស្តើ ូលរមួ្ស្កម្មម្ៅកនុង
ស្កម្មភាព  ស្.ន កដ្រ ម្ទ? 

1- ូលរមួ្របជុំជាម្ទៀងទត់្, 2- រាយការណ៏ពើការ
ម្នស្ថទេុស្ ាប់,  
3-  ុេះលាត្ 4- ដ្ឋនំរពលិ ទកឹ 5- ម្ផេងៗ 
 

15.42 What are your suggestion to improve the active 

participations of women in the CFi? ម្ត្ើអនកោន
ម្យបល់អវើម្ដ្ើម្បើម្ធវើឲ្យរបម្ស្ើរម្ឡើង កនុងការ ូលរមួ្របស់្
ស្រស្តើ កនុង ស្.ន 

 

 

 

 

 

 

15.43 

 

Do indigenous people (if any) participate actively in 

Community Fisheries activities? ម្ត្ើជនជាត្ិម្ដ្ើម្ភាគ
ត្ិ    ូលរមួ្យ ងស្កម្មម្ៅកនុងស្កម្មភាព ស្.ន  ម្ទ? 

Yes ោន___No អត់្___ Unknown អត់្
ដ្ឹង___ 

 

15.44 What are your suggestion to improve the active 

participations of indigenous people (if any) in the 

CFi? 

ម្ត្ើអនកោនអនុស្ថស្ន៍អវើម្ដ្ើម្បើម្ធវើឲ្យរបម្ស្ើរម្ឡើង កនុងការ
 ូលរមួ្ស្កម្ម ននជនជាត្ិ ម្ដ្ើម្ភាគត្ ិ (របស្ិនម្បើ
ោន) កនុង ស្.ន 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

16. Financial sustainability of the CFI នរិនតរភាពហរិញ្ាវត្ាុរបស់្ ស្.ន  
 

16.1 Does the CFC seek funding? ម្ត្ើ គ.ស្.ន បានកស្វង
រកមូ្លនធិិម្ទ? 

Yes ោន___No អត់្__Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

16.2 Does the CFC get funding? ម្ត្ើ គ.ស្.ន ទទួលបាន
មូ្លនិធិកដ្រឫម្ទ? 

Yes ោន__No អត់្__Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

16.3 If yes, how is the CFi financed? 

ម្បើស្ិនជាទទួលបាន ម្ត្ើ ស្.ន ទទលួបានហរិញ្ាវត្ាុ ពើ
ណាម្កេលេះ? 

No funding ម្ិនទទលួបានមូ្លនិធិម្ទ______ 

Government រដ្ឋឋ ភិបាល___ 

NGO អងគការ___ 

Donor ោច ស់្ជំនួយ____ 

Peoples របជាជន____ 

Companies រកុម្ហ ុន_____ 

Church រពេះវហិារ_____ 

Other (specify) ម្ផេងៗ_____ 
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Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

16.4 Does the CFC manage finances well? ម្ត្ើ គ.ស្.ន 
រគប់រគងហរិញ្ាវត្ាុលអកដ្រ ម្ទ? 

Yes ោន___No អត់្__Unknown អត់្ដ្ងឹ___ 

16.5 Are the finances record (income and expenditures) 

of the CF available for all members to examine? 

ម្ត្ើកំណត់្រតាហរិញ្ាវត្ាុ ( ណូំល និង ំណាយ) របស់្ 
ស្.ន ោនឲ្យស្ោជកិទងំអស់្ ម្ដ្ើម្បើពនិិត្យម្ម្ើលម្ទ? 

Yes ោន___No អត់្__Unknown អត់្ដ្ងឹ___ 

 

 

Details about the Community Fishery COMMITTEE (CFC) ព័ត៌្ោនលអំតិ្អពំើ គ.ស្.ន 

 

17.1 Is there a Community Fisheries COMMITTEE?  ម្ត្ើ
ោន គ.ស្.ន? 

Yes ោន__No អត់្_Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង__ 

17.2 Are you a member of the Community Fishery 

Committee? ម្ត្ើអនកជាស្ោជិក គ.ស្.ន? 
Yes ោន_ No អត់្__Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង_ 

17.3 TOTAL NUMBER of Committee members  ំនួន
ស្ោជិកគណៈកោម ការស្រុប 

 

17.4 Any specific quota for female for committee 

member? ម្ត្ើោនកណំត់្កបកភាពស្រស្តើស្រោប់ គ.ស្.ន 
កដ្រ ម្ទ? 

Yes ោន__No អត់្__Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង_ 

17.5 Number of FEMALE Committee Members  ំនួនស្រស្តើ
ជាស្ោជកិគណៈកោម ការស្រុប 

 

17.6 Positions of FEMALE committee members 

ត្ួន្នទើរបស់្ស្ោជិកគណៈកោម ការជាស្រស្តើ 
CFC chiefរបធាន__ Vice chiefរបធាន___ 

Accountant គណម្នយយ_____ Extension

ផេពវផាយ____ Patrolling រកុម្
លាត្______ Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___  

17.7 Does the CFC meet/consult CFi members? ម្ត្ើគ.ស្.ន 
ជួបរបជុំ /ពិម្រោេះ ម្យបល់ជាម្ួយស្ោជិក ស្.ន កដ្រ
 ម្ទ? 

Yes ោន__No អត់្__Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង_ 

17.8 How often does the CFC meet with members? 

 ម្ត្ើ គ.ស្.ន កត្ងកត្ជួបជាម្យួស្ោជកិប ុន្នម នដ្ង? 

___times/year ដ្ង/ឆ្ន  ំUnknown អត់្ដ្ងឹ__ 

17.9 Does the CFC report violations? ម្ត្ើ គ.ស្.ន រាយ
ការណ៍ពើការរមំ្ល្លភ បំពាន ម្ទ? 

Yes ោន__No អត់្__Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

17.10 Does the CFC coordinate with commune council or 

the Fisheries cantonment? ម្ត្ើ គ.ស្.ន ម្ធវើការស្រម្ប
ស្រម្ួលជាម្ួយ រកមុ្របឹកា  ុ ំ េណឌ ជលផលកដ្រ ម្ទ? 

Yes ោន__No អត់្__Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 
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17.11 Does the CFC Develop networks with other CFs and 

organizations? ម្ត្ើ គ.ស្.ន បម្ងកើត្បណាត ញជាម្ួយ ស្.ន 
និងអងគការ ដ៏្នទម្ទៀត្កដ្រ ម្ទ? 

Yes ោន__No អត់្__Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

17.12 Does the CFC engage with women in the 

community? ម្ត្ើ គ.ស្.ន បាន ូលរមួ្ជាម្ួយស្រស្តើម្ៅកនុង
ស្ហគម្ន៍ ម្ទ? 

Yes ោន__No អត់្__Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

17.13 Does the CFC engage in community development 

projects? ម្ត្ើ គ.ស្.ន បាន ូលរមួ្កនុងគម្រោងអភិវឌ្ឍន៍
ស្ហគម្ន៍កដ្រ ម្ទ? 

Yesោន__Noអត់្__Unknownអត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

17.14 Were elections and re-elections for the CFC open to 

everyone? ម្ត្ើការម្បាេះម្ឆ្ន ត្ និងការម្បាេះម្ឆ្ន ត្ម្ឡើងវញិ
ស្រោប់ គ.ស្.ន ម្បើក  ហំរដ្ល់ម្នុស្េរគប់ោន ម្ទ? 

Yes ោន__No អត្__ Unknown អត់្ដ្ងឹ___ 

17.15 Does the CFC represent all affected groups in fisheries 

management decision-making? ម្ត្ើរាល់កាស្ម្រម្ តិ្ត
របស់្ គ.ស្.ន ត្ំណាងឱ្យផលរបម្យជន៏របស់្របជាជន
កដ្រ ម្ទ? 

Yes ោន__Noអត់្_ Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង__ 

17.16 Are decisions by the CFC made openly or 

transparently? ម្ត្ើការស្ំម្រ  ិត្តម្ដ្ឋយ គ.ស្.ន បានម្ធវើ
ម្ឡើងម្ដ្ឋយ ំហរ  ត្ោល ភាពម្ទ? 

Yes ោន__Noអត់្__ Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង_ 

17.17 How fair was the allocation of access rights FIVE 

YEARS AGO? កាលពើរបាឆំ្ន មុំ្ន ម្ត្ើការផតល់ស្ិទធ
ម្នស្ថទោនភាពម្ស្មើរោន  ម្ទ? 

 

Unfair ______________ 

ម្ិនោនភាពស្ម្ធម៌្ម្ទ__________ 

Some unfairness______________ 

ម្ិនោនភាពស្ម្ធម៌្ម្ួយ នំនួ__________ 

Completely fair  

ោនភាពស្ម្ធម៌្ទងំរស្ុង__________ 

Unknown អត់្ដ្ងឹ___ 

17.18 How fair was the allocation of access rights NOW? 
ន្នម្ពលប ចុបបនន ម្ត្ើការផតល់ស្ិទធម្នស្ថទោនភាពម្ស្មើរោន
 ម្ទ? 

 

 

Unfair ______________ 

ម្ិនោនភាពស្ម្ធម៌្ម្ទ__________ 

Some unfairness______________ 

ម្ិនោនភាពស្ម្ធម៌្ម្ួយ នំនួ__________ 

Completely fair  

ោនភាពស្ម្ធម៌្ទងំរស្ុង__________ 

Unknown អត់្ដ្ងឹ___ 

17.19 (For female) Do you have any difficulty in 

performing your task on the committee? (See the 

note) (Female only ស្ួរស្រោប់កត្ស្រស្តើជាគណេះកម្មកា) 
 (ស្រោប់ស្រស្តើ) ម្ត្ើអនកោនការលំបាកកនុងការ បំម្ពញភារ
កិ ចរបស់្អនក កនុង គណៈកោម ការកដ្រ ម្ទ? (ម្ម្ើលកណំត់្
 ំណាខំ្ងម្រកាម្) 
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17.20 (For female) What is your recommendation to 

improve women’s performance as CFC members?     

(ស្រោប់ស្រស្តើ) ម្ត្ើអនកោនម្យបលអវើម្ដ្ើម្បើកកលម្អការ   
អនុវត្ត ការងាររបស់្ ស្រស្តើជា ស្ោជិក គ.ស្.ន? 

 

17.21 (For male) According to you, what are women’s 

difficulties in performing tasks in the committee? 

(See the note) (Male only ស្ួរស្រោប់កត្បុរស្) 

(ស្រោប់បុរស្) ម្យងម្ៅតាម្ម្យបលរបស់្អនកម្ត្ើអវើជា
ការលំបាក របស់្ស្រស្តើ កនុង ការបំម្ពញការងារម្ៅកនុងគណៈ
កោម ការ? 

 

17.22 (For male) What is your recommendation to improve 

women’s performance as CFC members?     

ម្ត្ើអនកោនអនុស្ថស្ន៍អវើម្ដ្ើម្បើកកលម្អការអនុវត្តរបស់្ស្រស្តើ
ជាស្ោជកិ CFC? 

 

 

Note: mention   

 Work load បនទុកការងារ 
 Household work load (involved more in domestic work). បនទុកការងារកនុងផទេះ    (ជាប់ពាក់ព័នធ

ម្រ ើន នឹងការងារ កនុងរគួស្ថរ)  

 Lack of support from other CFC members. េវេះការោរំទពើស្ោជកិ គ.ស្.ន ដ្នទម្ទៀត្  

 My voice is not heard ស្ំម្លងរបស់្េញុ ំម្និរត្ូវបានល ឺ

 Lack of support from my family េវេះការោរំទពើរគួស្ថររបស់្េញុ ំ
 Culture constraint ឧបស្គគវបបធម៌្  

 Other ម្ផេងម្ទៀត្ 
 

 

18 Impact of CF ផលប េះពាល់ នន ស្.ន  

18.1 Has your access to the river to fish improved as a 

member of the CFi ម្ត្ើកនុងន្នម្អនកជាស្ោជិក ស្.ន 
ោនស្ិទធជាអាទិភាពកនុងការម្នស្ថទរបម្ស្ើរជាងមុ្នកដ្រ
 ម្ទ?  

Yes ោន___No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

18.2 Do you think that being a member of the CFi has 

helped you to socially and economically benefit 

rather than being alone? ម្ត្ើអនកគិត្ថាការម្ធវើជា
ស្ោជិករបស់្ ស្.ន បានជយួអនកកនុង ការ អនុវត្តស្ងគម្
និងម្ស្ដ្ឋកិ ចលអរបម្ស្ើរជាងការម្ៅកត្ឯង? 

Yes ោន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

18.3 If yes, please explain how? របស្ិនម្បើោន ,បានម្ដ្ឋយរម្បៀបណា? 

More fish catch ចាប់រត្ើបានម្រ ើន_____ More income បាន ណូំលម្រ ើន______  

more markets for fish រត្ើោនទើផារម្រ ើន _______ Alternative livelihood របរ ិញ្ច ឹម្ជើវតិ្______   
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Other (specify) ម្ផេងៗ បញ្ញជ ក់ 

18.4 How would you describe the condition of the fish 

stock five years ago? ម្ត្ើអនកអនកអា របាប់េញុ ំបានម្ទ
អំពើស្ថា នភាព ននផលរត្ើ កាលពើរបាឆំ្ន មុំ្ន? 

Very bad អារកក់ណាស់្______ bad 

អារកក់________ neither good nor bad ម្ិនថាលអ
 អារកក់______ good លអ_____ very goodលអ
ណាស់្________Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

18.5 How would you describe the condition of the fish 

stock today? ម្ត្ើអនកអនកអា របាប់េញុបំានម្ទអំពើស្ថា ន
ភាព ននផលរត្ើ ប ចុបបននម្នេះ? 

 

  

Very bad អារកក់ណាស់្______ bad 

អារកក់________ neither good nor badម្ិនថាលអ
 អារកក់______ good លអ_____ very good លអ
ណាស់្____Unknown អត់្ដ្ងឹ___ 

18.6 Do you feel that the CFi has improved the fish 

stock in the area? ម្ត្ើអនកោនអារម្មណ៍ថា ស្.ន បានកក
លម្អផលស្តុករត្ើ ម្ៅកនុងត្ំបន់ម្នេះកដ្រ ម្ទ? 

Yes ោន___Noអត់្__ Unknown អត់្ដ្ងឹ___ 

18.7 What would you say about the management of the 

fish resource FIVE YEARS AGO? ម្ត្ើអនកគតិ្យ ង
ដូ្ ម្ម្ត  ំម្ពាេះការរគប់រគងធនធានជលផលកាលពើរបាំ
ឆ្ន មុំ្ន? 

Fish resource not managed _____ 

ោម នការរគប់រគងធនធានរត្ើម្ទ_____ 

Some management initiatives_____ 

ោនការរគប់រគងម្ួយ ំនួន_____ 

Good initiatives_______ 

ោនការរគប់រគងលអ_____ 

Good sustainable management_____ 

ោនការរគប់រគងលអរបកបម្ដ្ឋយនិរនតរ
ភាព_____Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

18.8 What would you say about the management of the 

fish resource NOW? ម្ត្ើអនកគិត្យ ងដូ្ ម្ម្ត  ំម្ពាេះការ
រគប់រគងធនធានជលផលកនុងម្ពលប ចុបបនន? 

Fish resource not managed _____ 

ោម នការរគប់រគងធនធានរត្ើម្ទ_____ 

Some management initiatives_____ 

ោនការរគប់រគងម្ួយ ំនួន_____ 

Good initiatives_______ 

ោនការរគប់រគងលអ_____ 

Good sustainable management_____ 

ោនការរគប់រគងលអរបកបម្ដ្ឋយនិរនតរ
ភាព_____Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

18.9 Do you feel that the CFi has improved the habitats 

(wetlands, flooded forests) for fish in the area?  

ម្ត្ើអនកោនអារម្មណ៍ថា   ស្.ន បានម្ធវើឱ្យរបម្ស្ើរម្ឡើងនូវ
ជរម្ក (ត្ំបន់ដ្ើម្ស្ើម្ និងនរពលិ ទឹក) ស្រោប់រត្ើម្ៅ
កនុងត្ំបន់ម្នេះកដ្រ ម្ទ? 

Yes ោន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 
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19. Impact of management ផលប េះពាល់ ននការរគប់រគង 
 

19.1 Do you feel that the condition of the fish resource is 

stable or has improved thanks to management?        
ម្ត្ើអនកោនអារម្មណ៍ថាស្ថា នភាពននធនធានជលផលោន        
ម្ស្ារភាព  ោនការរបម្ស្ើរម្ឡើងម្ដ្ឋយស្ថរការរគប់រគង
ម្នេះម្ទ? 

Yes ោន___No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

19.2 Do you expect the fishery to maintain its current level 

of productivity over the next 5 years? ម្ត្ើអនករពំឹងថាការ
ម្នស្ថទ នឹងរកាកំរតិ្ផលិត្ភាពដូ្ ប ចុបបនន បានរយៈ
ម្ពល ៥ឆ្ន  ំខ្ងមុ្េម្ទៀត្ម្ទ? 

Yes ោន___No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

19.3 
 

If no, why? របស្ិនម្បើអត់្, ម្ហតុ្អវើ? 
 
 
 
 

19.4 In your opinion, how can the management of fisheries be improved (recommended action for fish 

stock sustainability and better social organization)?  

តាម្ម្យបល់របស់្អនក ម្ត្ើការរគប់រគងជលផលរត្ូវបានកកលម្អរ (ស្កម្មភាពកដ្លបានកណន្នសំ្រោប់និរនត
រៈភាព ផលស្តុករត្ើ និងអងគការស្ងគម្សុ្ើវលិបានលអរបម្ស្ើរជាងមុ្ន)? 
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20. EXTENSION SERVICES ម្ស្វាកម្មផេពវផាយ 
 

20.1 How do you usually receive information relating to economic and fisheries management related 

activities? (Rank in order of frequency: 1 to 9, noted from rank number 1 for information is often 

received until number 9 for information is less received).  

ជាទូម្ៅម្ត្ើអនកទទលួព័ត៌្ោនកដ្លទក់ទងនងឹស្កម្មភាពពាក់ព័នធនងឹការរគប់រគងម្ស្ដ្ឋក ិច និងធនធានជល
ផល? ( ំណាត់្ថាន ក់តាម្លដំ្ឋប់លំម្ដ្ឋយពើ ម្លេ 1 ដ្ល់ 9។  កំណត់្ស្ំោល់ពើ ណំាត់្ថាន ក់ម្លេ 1 ស្រោប់
ព័ត៌្ោនរត្ូវបានទទួលញឹកញាប់ និងបនតបន្នទ ប់រហូត្ដ្ល់ម្លេ 9 ស្រោប់ព័ត៌្ោនរត្ូវបានទទលួត្ិ ជាងម្គ) 

 

a. Word of mouth (friends and neighbors) ពើោត់្ម្ួយម្ៅោត់្ម្ួយ (ម្តិ្តភកតិ និងអនកជតិ្ខ្ង) 
b. Groups, association, network (CF, Community Base Organization) CBO, and other groups) 

រកុម្, ស្ោគម្ន៍, បណាត ញ (ស្.ន, ស្ហគម្ន័មូ្លដ្ឋឋ ន និង រកុម្ដ្នទម្ទៀត្) 
c. Village and commune chiefs/officials តាម្ម្ម្ភូម្ិ និងម្ម្ ុ ំ 
d. Village/commune police តាម្ប ូលើស្ភូម្ិ និងប ូលើស្បុស្តិ៍ 
e. Provincial and district government departments ម្នទើរ នងិការយិល័យតាម្រស្កុ 

f. NGOs អងគការម្រៅរដ្ឋឋ ភិបាល 
g. Television/Radio ទូរទស្េន៍/វទិយុ 
h. Business people and money lenders អនករកសុ្ើ នងិតាម្អ ងការរបាក់ 

i. Other, specify ម្ផេងម្ទៀត្បញ្ញជ ក់...............  
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20.2 Do extension agents contact you or any women fishers to provide technical information or market 

information for your fishing and aquaculture?  

ោនភាន ក់ងារផេពវផាយទក់ទងអនក ឫក៏អនកម្នស្ថទស្រស្តើណាោន ក់ ម្ដ្ើម្បើផតល់ពត៌្ោនបម្ ចកម្ទស្ពត៌្ោនទើ
ផារ ស្រោប់ការម្នស្ថទ និងការ ិញ្ច ឹម្រត្ើរបស់្អនក? 

 Yes ោន_____ 

 No អត់្______ 

20.3 In your opinion, do you feel that the local administration is helpful to you if you request any 

assistance, especially with respect to CFi conflicts?  

ម្ៅកនុងគំនិត្របស់្អនកម្ត្ើអនកគិត្ថារដ្ឋបាលមូ្លដ្ឋឋ នោនរបម្យជន៍ ំម្ពាេះអនកម្ទម្បើអនកម្ស្នើសំុ្ជំនួយណាម្ួយជា
ពិម្ស្ស្ទក់ទងនឹងជម្ោល េះ CFi? 

 Yes ោន_____ 

 No អត់្______ 

20.4 Question to both men and women: ស្ំណួរស្ួរទងំ បុរស្ និងស្រស្តើ 
What is the challenge FOR WOMEN to access information and services  

អវើកដ្លជាបញ្ញា របឈម្ស្រោប់ស្រស្តើម្ដ្ើម្បើទទួលបានព័ត៌្ោននិងម្ស្វាកម្ម 
 

 

 

 

20.5 What are your recommendations to improve the extension service?  

ម្ដ្ើម្បើកកលម្អរម្ស្វាកម្មបកនាម្ ម្ត្ើអនកោនអនុស្ថស្ន៍របស់្អវើេលេះ? 
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